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No Law to Prevent Their Today Was Last Date on Conference at Salt Lake City Heroism of Boy Struck
by Indians Thought It Good Tries to Get Away From the
Election to Constitutional
which Blood Poison Was
of Conservation in
Detective in Charge
Lightning Near Tucson
Thing to Push Sale of
Convention
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Officers of the National Guard Patient Somewhat Irritable This Not Intention However to Create Though Paralyzed on One Side Something Like 30,000,000 Was
Attempt to Keep Time of His
Afternoon but Physicians
Political or Sectional
Subject to Same Law as
Alfred Villa Drove 40
Involved in the Entire
Arrival at Louisville a
Not Alarmed.
Civilians.
Movement.
Miles.
Transaction.
Secret.
j

T. Cato Worsfold of London, was
New York, Aug. 11. Mayor Gaynor
Seattle, Aug. 11. The conference
Tucson, Ariz., Aug. 11 After driv-- '
MeAlister, Okla., Aug. 11. It was
of awoke at the usual hour this morning of western governors called by Gov- ing with one hand a team for forty brought out in the congressional in
today appointed a commissioner
deeds for New Mexico in Great Brit- much refreshed, and an official bulle ernor Hay of Washington to meet at miles on a stormy night. Alfred Villa
vestigation of the Gore "attempted
ain and Ireland.
tin issued at 7 o'clock showed tQiat ' Salt Lake has been set for August last night delivered the body of his
bribery"
charges today that baby Inhis condition is very encouraging. Not j 16. The governors of Montana, Wy- dead brother to his parents near this dians as well
Territorial Funds.
as adult ones, bad "signTerritorial Treasurer M. A. Otero an unfavorable symptom has devel- j oming, Utah and Oregon will either city, while driving through a storm, ed" the McMurray contracts providing
has received $551.99 from Grant coun- oped, and as the period during- - which attend in person or send a represen- iue micMjoaia in wnicn tue coys were for
the sale of $30,000,000 worth of
In response to an
blood poisoning may be feared, ex- tative.
ty.
inquiry riding was struck bv lightning, killing
a ten percent "itn,.r'0
Insurance Business.
pires today, the attending physicians concerning the purpose of calling the me aunger uoy instantly and paralyz- - fe,s basis. The names of the "pa
o
Superintendent of Insurance Jaco-b- believe that the executive's chances meeting. Governor Hay says: '1 want ing uie one side of the other. Reware signed by the parents
Ohaves received official notifica- of recovery are now good. Today will to make it plain that there is no in- gaining consciousness the elder broth- pooses"
or
"We were led to beguardians.
tion today that the Globe Surety Com- be the most important one in the tention of creating either a political er 'headed the team for town driving
were a good
contracts
lieve
the
that
pany of Kansas City has reinsured its mayor's case. The chief fear is now or a sectional controversywi'' calling with the unaffected hand.
.1. M. Perkins, a Choctaw.
said
thing,"
one
the
western governortogether
of the fragments
to
outstanding bonding business in the the possibility of
"We considered McMurray knew betCommercial Trust Company and that of the bullet (having grazed the ar- take up the questionVof conservation MOST IMPORTANT DECISION
ter than our Congressmen how to go
the latter will shortly apply for ad- terial surface which might ultimately from the westepr standpoint. We
BY SECRETARY OF INTERIOR.
about selling land."
mission to do business in New Mex- result in the rupture of a blood ves- want conservation that will not hamico.
and
sel.
retard
per authority
development. Waters of Rio Grande Not Subject to
ROOoEVELT IN CONFERENCE
Those "states like Washington,
The Fidelity & Deposit Company of
in
Want More Drastic Law.
New Appropriation North of
WITH GARFIELD AND PINCHOT
its
New York, Aug. 11. The attempt which big land withdrawals'have been
Baltimore, Md., having amended
Elephant Butte Dam.
now
is
authorized to write at the assassination of Mayor Gaynor made, more fully recognize and procharter,
Interviewers Were Net Given Much
has resulted already in a demand for test against the infringement of
casualty policies.
Washington, Aug. 11. The secreSatisfaction as to Significance
I
Stream Measurement Work.
a more drastic law for the punish- state's sovereignty.
hope that as tary of the interior has aflirmed t ho
of Meeting at Oyster Bay.
Assistant Territorial Engirfeer C. D. ment of criminals of the Gallagher a result of the meeting t'he west will decision of the general land office,
Miller and W. B. Freeman of the U. type for the protection of public off- be able to command fairer considera- rejecting the joint application of F.
Oyster Bay, X. Y., Aug. 11. TheoS. Geological Survey are at Rio Gran- icials.
Previous to the assassination tion from the balance of the nation W. Bosco and Cyrus Miller for
Roosevelt held a secret conferdore
de twenty miles north of here today, of President McKinley at Buffalo, the for "conservation."
for the Wagon Wheel Gap rewit li James R. Garence
measuring the flow of the Rio Grande. maximum penalty for assault in the
ceiver over certain lands in Mineral field oflast night
of the
Cleveland,
National Guard Officers to Carry first degree was ten years. This was OKLAHOMA WILL REMAIN
county, Colorado.
of
Pinchot
Gilford
with
and
interior,
e
PROHIBITION 2 YEARS LONGER
But
Arms Only When on Duty.
increased to twenty-fivThe decision appealed from is basyears.
New York, deposed chief forester,
S.
now
still
are
A.
officials
General
the
a
ed wholly upon report of the director who are
Brookes,
advocating
Adjutant
as two of the most
more drastic punishment and it is Both Candidates for Governor Are of the reclamation service,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
dated ardent ofregarded
insurgents.
Avowed Advocates of State Wide
Dear Sir: In response to your oral probable that the next session of the
October 19, 1909, which states that
The two men whom Roosevelt
the approval of this application would numbers as
Closing of All Saloons.
inquiry as to the right of officers of legislature will see that a law to this
among his closest friends
constitute a serious interference with
the National Guard to carry arms, I end is enacted.
could not talk about
they
protested
11.
Oklahoma
With the the Rio Grande project now under
City, Aug.
have to say that I am of opinion that Gaynor's Condition is Not So Favoror the significance of their
their
plans
Democratic and Republican nominees consideration.
able.
The merits of the
when engaged in the discharge of
Mr. Pinchot
for governor avowed prohibitionists, case were not discussed by the land visit : to Mr. Roosevelt.
New York, Aug. 11. 1:45 p. m.
their official dutias they may carry
said
such arms as are necessary for that Mayor Gaynor's throat this afternoon there is little likelihood of the ques- office. In rendering its opinion the
"Colonel Roosevelt invited Mr. Garis being sprayed with an antiseptic tion of
the prohibi- interior department says:
purpose. I do not believe that they
and me to visit him and that's
field
The mayor shows more tion clause of the constitution to a
"The applicants were accorded,
have any right, by virtue of their of- solution.
is to it."
all
there
an issue before and had an oral (hearing, and the case;
ficial position, to carry arms at any signs of irritability than he has hith- popular vote being
When siskpri about, his California
destate Democratic convention here was most elaborately argued and has
other time any more than any other erto displayed. He expresses tlhe con- the
h(s said that he made speeches
sire that his wife be almost
today, although an effort (has been been most carefully considered, more tri))
citizen.
in bf,half o Hiram Johnson a
there
forces especially as it involves some importstantly with him and Mrs. Gaynor has made by the
Yours truly,
(,f,i,,nto
f,. th non,,hiiran nnmina.
been allowed to remain at her hus- to force the issue.
ant and
questions.
for
FRANK W. CLANCY,
:tion
governor, and for William
The convention will endorse the
band's side nearly all the time.
'Us preliminary to a consideration K(lnt a carididate
f'or tlie Republican
Attorney General.
administration of Governor Haskell, of these questions, it should be stated nomination
Gaynor's Condition Satisfactory.
from the
for
Congress
Territorial Officials May Be Delegates
of ratify the nomination of state candi- that the application of Bosco and Mil- New York, Aug. 11. Because
rtitrirt
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 11, 1910.
warning rumors of the mayor's condi- dates named at the recent primary; ler is predicated upon alleged prior
AtHon. Alexander Read, District
..j delivered eight speeches which
tion this afternoon, Dr. Arlitz in pledge the party to an economical ad- appropriation of waters of the upper is four more tIlanI inIended
to
M.
N.
torney, Tierra Amarilla,
ministration and probably reaffirm Rio Grande, in the state of Colorado,
folsaid. "I was told that
he
Dear Sir I have your letter of the charge of the patient, Issued the
make,"
o'clock: the party's faith in United States Sen sufficient to supply the proposed res- since his
8th inst. I know of no provision of lowing bulletin at two
departure from New York.
ator Gore.
ervoir, which will hold, when com- Colonel Roosevelt had received many
and
"Pulse,
temperature
respiration
law by which you would be disqualiW. H. Murray of Tishomingo and pleted, according
to the survey
as to
California
from
fied as delegate to the constitutional have remained unchanged since 8:30. L. P. Ross
of Lawton, defeated candi- thereof, 994,000 acre feet of water, inquiries
is
had gone
satisfactory."
the
whether
convention on account of being dis- Everything
dates for governor, have signified cua ims survey covers certain public thei.e as his
representative to support
trict attorney. There is a statute of
their intention of supporting the lands of the United States upon which
LAND
OFFICE
OF
REPORTS
and Kent,
the United States which provides that
jolinson
is the applicants must secure a right- BUSINESS FOR JULY. ticket and with the
He rer,iied that he had never had
any officer whose compensation is as
sue relegated harmony seems assured.
under the provisions of the'any such idea had given no suc im.
much as $2,500 per annum cannot be
tlhe
new state act of March 3, 1891, supra, for the
One of the duties of
55 Original and 43 CompreSsion and that he had gone to
appointed to or hold any other office There Were
committee which is to be organized approval of the secretary of the in- - raiifnrnia
in
Homestead
Entries
muted
pntirelv on his own re
to whidh compensation is attached,
tomorrow will be the selection of a terior."
the Santa Fe Land District.
sponsibility.
and this must be the statute which
candidate for state auditor. Bill Cross
"How did I find the sentiment in
you have had in mind. I do not underwhe was nominated
in the recent AVIATORS HAVE ROUGH
of
west in regard to the Roosevelt
Muller's
ithe
Receiver Fred
reports
stand, however, that the law applies
having died since his nomi
SAILING IN FRANCE. policies? Very enthusiastic," said the
to anything except offices held under land entries for the month of July primary,
nation.
with emphasis.
the United 'States, and it does not in show that despite the stories of the
'
do
"What
they think of Che Taft
M.
the
Le
farmers
to
territory
relate
territorial
Blanc
in
offices,
quitting
First Again
dry
any way
Arriving
MELISH ELECTED COMMANDER
administration?"
where the drouth has injured them,
such as the one which you hold.
at Post Hundred Miles in
OF KNIGHT'S TEMPLAR.
think of the
"What do you
Yours truly,
the Sunshine State still attracts homeTwo Hours.
weather," was his reply. It was rain-FRANK W. CLANCY,
steaders. At least in this section.
Contest, on for Next Conclave Among
ing hard just then,
There were 55 original homestead
Attorney General.
Meziers, France, Aug. 11. M.
New Orleans, Denver, San FranColonel Roosevelt also refused to
7869.54
Road.
Silver
entries, covering an area of
good fortune in the cross be interviewed on politics.
cisco and Chicago.
Good Roads Engineer J. D. Meri- acres and bringing in fees of $515 and
country trial race continued on the
wether will leave tomorrow ror silver commissions of $300. Under the act
Aug. 11. The chief inter- third leg of the course today. He was' pR0ZEN EGGS KILL GUINEA
Chicago,
City, taking with him twelve convicts of February 19 there were 11 entries, est in today's session of the thirty-firs- t again first to arrive at the post. To-PG )N AN EXPERIMENT.
from the penitentiar to replace those covering an area of 2038.81 acres and
triennial conclave of Knights day's flight was from Nancy to Mez-- j
whose terms has expired on the Sil- the fees were $100 and commissions
Templar lay in the expected report of iers, about 100 miles. Le Blanc's time
Philadelphia Aug. 11 As the s
ver City Mogollon road construction. $75.
a committee named to recommend the
one hour, fifty-eigminutes sult of an
experiment upon a guinea
Of final entries there were 26 cover- time and place of the next grand en- ana tnree seconds. All or tne aviators
Supreme Court.
tweIve hours after be
died
that
In the territorial supreme court, ing an area of 3912.27 acres and bring- campment.
New OrleanjSj, Denver, experienced the roughest sailing thus pjg
with frozen eggs, J.
inoculated
ing
AlbuThere
this forenoon, the interesting
San Francisco and Chicago are cities far encountered
ing in commissions of $155.60.
an
Buschet,
egg' dealer of this city,
querque Municipality; election cases, were 43 commuted homestead en- being given the most consideration.
was arrested today, charged with sell- Nos. 1339 and 1340 were argued and tries covering an area of 6555.72 acres Melish Elected Grand Commander.
POPULATION OF COLORADO
food purposes.
submitted. They involve the ques- and the purchase money was $8184.80.
Eminent Sir 'William B. Melish, of SPRINGS DOES NOT REACH 30,000 ing: eegs unfit for
Harry P. Cassidy, special agent of
tion who was elected mayor of the There were four excesses involving Cincinnati, was today unanimously
Colorado Springs, Aug. 11. The, the dairy and food department, al- of the
City of Albuquerque this spring, the an area of 22.63 acres. There were elected grand commander
official returns of the government giv- - j leges that Buschet sells rrozen eggs
present Democratic incumbent Felix 13 desert land entries involving 1640 Knights Templar.
ing the census of Colorado Springs at that have been removed from the
Lester holding the place because of a acres. There were 12 public sales of
Denver Agreed On.
of
amount11.
face
The
on
committee 29,073 does not take into considera- - shell and in a solid body are disposed
the
land and the money received
majority of one vote
Chicago, Aug.
Citv and Manitou, of to bakeries which thaw out the
to which was entrusted the duty of tion Colorado
the returns, while the Republicans ed to $659.96.
in the popular es- yolks.
which
are
included
a
the
triennial
claim that they elected Doctor Elder
recommending
city for
The
timates
on
of
55,000.
conclave
Denver.
city directory
with a clear majority.'
agreed
ANARCTIC EXPEDITION IS
includes ALL OWNERLESS DOGS ARE
of the three towns, which
Case No. 1291, S. J. Weaver, appelOVERDUE AT YORKTOWN.
TO BE SHOT ON SIGHT.
Colorado City for 1910, contains more
SAFE STOLEN OUT OF
lant, vs. A. "W. Weaver, appellee, was
Aug. 11. The efforts of
Ky.,
Paris,
of
ARMY
an
U.
S.
increase
than
names
CAMP.
after55,000
argued and submitted yesterday
It is Feared That Captain Scott and
were
men
seven
required to make an
as
noon. Case No. 1323, Las Vegas Railduring the last year, or nearly
His Ship Terra Nova are
bull dog release its hold on the
angry
on
of
Guards
Four
WilArrested
the
much
is
shown
as
government
Charge
by
way and Power Company, and
d
Lost.
census for ten years. The government face of Samuel, the
Having Been in Collusion With
liam A. Duddecke, appellants, vs. The
Gus
of
this
son
of
Margolen
place.
the Robbers.
figures for 1900 were 21,085, showing Twenty-seveTrust Company of St. Louis county,
stitches were taken in
11. Considerable an
37.9
or
of
7,993,
a
London,
Aug.
in
was
gain
submitted
population
and
appellee,
argued
the boy's face and it is probable that
xiety is felt for Captain Scott's Ant
Cheyenne, Wyo., Aug. 11. No trace per cent.
this afternoon.
the
lad will lose the sight of one eye.
The sihip Terra thus far (has been found of the safe
Case No. 1342, George E. Priest et arctic expedition.
The
dog was killed. The child had
Nova is now eleven days overdue at which was stolen from the United PYTHIANS WILL NOT ESTABLISH
al., vs. Board of Town Trustees of Las
been
playing with the animal when
not
been
vessel
has
Capetown. The
States army maneuver camp yesterSANITARIUM AT LAS VEGAS. he
Vegas, was continued for the term.
him. Orders have been
attacked
spoken since it left Madeira on June day on Crow Creek. Four members
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 11 The su- issued to the
police to kill all unlicen27.
has
of the guard which had the safe in preme lodge, Knights of Pythias,
ARMY ARE INVOKED TO
sed or ownerless dogs on sight.
charge have been arrested on suspi- decided not to take over the Las
FIGHT FOREST FIRES.
cion of collusion with the robbers who Vegas, N. M., sanitarium for tuberGUN WAS HANDY
cular patients now under the juris- TEXAS SHERIFF INVADED
secured $6,500.
SO
MURDER
FOLLOWED
at
General Wood Orders Batallion
THIS TERRITORY TODAY.
diction of the Knights of Pytihias of
Manenuvers to Subdue the
Xew
El
MRS.
INI
FOSTER
DIES
Mexico.
Paso,
Texas, Aug. 11. The AsFrantic Chicago Man Shoots Himself
Flames.
A committee was appointed to pass sociation of Texas Sheriffs concluded
WASHINGTON
HOSPITAL.
After Killing His Wife, Her
Washington, Aug. 11. Tlhe forest
annual session here
Washington, Aug. 11. Mrs. Judith upon the matter. It is reported that its twenty-eightFather and Her Brother.
deservice has called on the war
Ellen Horton Porter, noted through- the work of alleviating and curing and today was devoted to an excurout the country as a temperance lec tubercular cases was still in the ex sion to Cloudcroft, Otero county, New
partment to aid in the fight on forest
General Wood,
Chicago, 111., Aug. 11. W. G. Mey- turer and advocate of missions and perimental stage and that the organ- Mexico.
fires in Montana.
The officers elected for the
chief of staff, has directed that a ers, of 2934 Cottage Grove avenue, to- prison reform, died in a hospital here ization was not now justified in un ensuing year are: R. A. Anderson,
.battalion of the Fourteenth infantry, day shot and killed his wife, borther-in-la- today following an operation.
She dertaking such a responsible project. Houston, president; Will Futch, Coleand father-in-lain maneuvers at American lake, be
and then was born in Lowell, Massachusetts, in
The supreme lodge sustained the man, vice president; John P. Kirk,
sent immediately to Missoula, Mont killed himself.
1840.
Austin, secretary-treasurereport.
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right-of-wa-

Olliey.

III., Anur. 11. Joseph Wendcharm
d with tin- murder of Alling.
ma Keln.-- r in Louisville, became a
r
He
refractory
today.
objected to Detective Canity, who has
him in custody, taking him from the
train. In the struggle,
Wendling
lucked the reporter for a Louisville
th.- paper, who was following
slayer. The prisoner was handcuffed to Carney at th' time. J. O.
Clements. Wendling's attorney, who
OHiiulit the train at St. Ixmis, rode
in the same car with Wendling. When
Carney told Wendling to leave the
car, Clements advanced and a struggle ensued. Carney, Col. John II.
Whalen and two newspaper men
pushed Wendling through the door
of the car to the station platform and
thence to an automobile, which then
whirled off southeast.
will
Carney
try to keep the time of his arrival in
Louisville a secret.
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SALOON ADVOCATE RUNS
ON A PROHIBITION PLATFORM.

Texas Merely Gives Another Beautiful
Example of Democratic Consistency Such as is Also Displayed in New Mexico.
Galveston, Texas, Aug. 11. After
endorsing United
States Senator
Bailey for the Democratic nomination
for president in 1912 and
nominating
a full state ticket headed by Oscar E.
Colquitt, for governor, and A. B.
Davidson for lieutenant governor, the
Democratic state convention adjourned last evening.
The rest of the state ticket follows:
Attorney general Jewel P. Light-foo-

t.

State treasurer

Sam Sparks.
W. p. Lan.
Comptroller
Railroad
commissioner
(regular
term) William D. Williams.
Land commissioner
J. T. Robin"
son.
Superintendent public instruction
F M. Bralley.
Commissioner
of agriculture Ed.
R. Kane.
Judge court of criminal appeals
A. J. Harjer.
Associate justice supreme court
J. T. Brown.
United States senator Charles A.
Culberson.
Both Colquitt and Davidson
are

anti

-

prohibitionists, notwithstanding

the fact that the i.latform declares for
the submission of a prohibition
amendment to the people.
J. Shep Williams, an
tionist, was chairman of the state executive committee.
The platform Is favorable to the
policies of Colquitt and upholds Senator Bailey in his course.
Teh tariff plank follows:
We reaffirm the tariff declarations
of the Democratic state and national
platforms of 1S9G, and we expressly
condemn the proposition
to remove
all duties from the manufacturer's
raw material so long as such duties
remain on manufacturer's finished
products.
This is favorable to Senator Bailey's
anti-prohibi- -.

contention.
As to Governor Campbell and the
present administration the platform
is contradictory.
A minority of the platform commit-

tee of which Cone Johnson, one of
the prohibition candidates for governor, recently defeated, was a member
also presented a report.
It offered in lieu of the tariff plank
adopted a reaffirmation of the tariff
plank of the Denver platform; it demanded legislation prohibiting United
States senators, congressmen ana
other public officers from accepting
employment and fees from public service corporations and otners specially
interested in legislation. This plank
was considered by his followers as a
reflection upon Senator Bailey.
BEEF TRUST EMPLOYE
INDICTED BY GRAND JURY.
Lee, of Armour & Comof Perjury in
is
Accused
pany
Pending Investigation.

Thomas

G.

Chicago,. 111., Aug. 11. Thomas G.
Lee, Of the dressed beef department
of Armour & Company, was indicted
today on the charge of perjury by the
grand jury which Is investigating the
alleged combination of packers.
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Pansy(
Bobolink
ARIETY FRESH YEAST

GIVE CASH EEGISTER TICKETS
CASH PURCHASES
ALL
WITH
WE

WE STILL HAVE LEFT

uine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
8J
cure or your money bci.'..

Through the endless summer evening
when we should be with our wives
We are endlessly recording all the
tales of other lives.
We recount the deeds of heroes;
there are new ones every day;
Or are revelling in scandals for
auuui a leauisiei s nav.

A great many Bargains
in Summer Goods of

1!

MINOR CITY TOPICS

Denver,

Colo.,

THESE
MUST

11

Aug.

new-fledge- d

j

-

y

Co.
Grocery
F.

inter

Telephone No.

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa

40

j

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Je weir y. Sliver ware.

Deco-

China, Novelties,
Leat her and Leather Ebony

Goods.

FOR HALF

PHONE 36

THE

MANUFACTURER

Stamped

JEWELER

saai

LEADING

HOUSE'

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
IN OUR

OF WORK

LIE

DONE TO ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Bend for prices for tanning and lining
cfurs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GKNERAL MERCHANDISE
AIR

ANTA FE, N, M.

1Q

Out Scarlet

Fever

ttSSBZESXBSRSB&s.

(Continued on Page Eight.)

Albu-

Ownership of Willard
Willard
Record has
been purchased from Eugene Forbes
by Mr. and Mrs. Pedrick of the New
Mr.
Mexico Central at
Willard.
Forbes will return to Oklahoma.
Licenses
Issued MarMarriage
riage licenses were procured yesterday at Las Vegas by Mernardita Mar- tinez, aged 1G, and Leandro Bustos,
ageu i, oi nouiaua, uiu uy juaeui-Flores, aged 18, and Juan F. Lucero,
aged 24, of Villanueva.
Mrs. Pedro Ortiz Robbed Mrs.
Pedro Ortiz at Las Vegas, just after
she had bought a ticket for herself
and children at the Santa Fe station
at the Meadow City, was robbed of it
as well as of her pocketbook and had
to give up her intended trip in

OANON

ROAD

J.

D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNFRAL DIRECTORS
IOC
daphoneht 130 RED

IN

II

WINDMILL CITY.

Almost Two Hundred Thousand Dollars is Being Put Into New

Structures at Present.
Deming, N. M. Aug. 11. There are
now in course of construction one
hundred and sixtv-tw- o
thousand rtnl.
in Deming.
larg, worth Qf buildiugs
The store of Stenson and Son, on Gold

j

The new
avenue, is just complted.
cement block store of M. M. Killinger,
on Silver avenue, is well under way;
the brick work on the machine shop
and garage of Knowles & Rowland is
completed; workmen are now laying
brick on the second story of the courtbrick hoshouse; the new two-stor- y
pital will be ready for occupancy within another month; and the building
of substantial dwellings all over town
Notice for Publication.
is keeping pace with the erection of
03873
Not Coal Land
business
The bids for
buildings.
Pecos Forest Reserve.
dollar
for
the
thousand
plans
forty
Department of the Interior,
j
will
be
school
opened
building
high
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
today and decided upon. The actual
July 12, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that Pruden-ci- construction work will begin within
Gonzales, of Pecos, N. M., who, the next two months.
on July 12, 1905, made homestead enLawrence Wall will sing about dear
try (serial 06873), No. 8396, for SW
SE
SE
SW
Sec. 3, old dad, another feature at the Grand
NW
NE
NE
Sec. theatre Friday night. Come early
NW
10. Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N. two big shows.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof, REAL ESTATE IS QUITE
ACTIVE IN LUNA COUNTY,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before register and receiv
in
er at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 25th Homesteads and Relinquishments
day of August, 1910.
Vicinity of Deming Find Ready
Claimant names as witnesses:
Buyers.
Crestino Ribera, Manuel Sandoval,
Deming, N. M., Aug. 11. Activity
Ramon Quintana, Crescencio Roibal, in Teal estate is still on the increase.
all of Pecos, N. M.
Charles W. Whitehouse sold 160 acres
MANUEL R. OTERO,
of patented land to Dr. E. S. Milford.
Register. This land lies eight miles east of
(Published in tlhe New Mexican, of Deming. Prof. J. P. Holliday of In- Santa Fe, N. M.)
dianola, Nebraska, bought relinquish
ments on 320 acres of land three miles
How's This?
east of Deming from Mrs. G. M. Sed-leWe offer One Hundred Dollars Re
It is Prof. Holliday's intention to
ward for any case of Catarrh that can- begin the work of developing this fine
not he cured by Hall's Catarrh Ore. tract of land immediately. Dr. W. W.
Hammons left yesterday for his home
CO., Toledo, O.
F, J. CHENEY,
We, the undersigned, have known F. in Louisiana and will return with his
J. Cheney for the last 15 yes- - and be- family in a few weeks. Dr. Ham
lieve him perfectly honorable in all mons bought the Osborne tract two
business transactions and financially miles southeast of Deming and will
able to carry out any obligations made begin improving the same as soon as
he returns. All of these sales have
by his firm.
been made within the last three days.
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
The Adobe Grand theatre will not
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken intern-ally- ,
be
open tonight, on account of the
the
blood
acting directly upon
and mucous nurfaces of the system. home talent at the Elks' theatre. J.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents Sam is always ready to boost home
doings. Friday night will be the big
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
event of Santa Fe at the Grand new
s
contoi
lane iian f amily ruis
vaudeville and pictures.
pation.

WE SHAVE DOWN OUR PRICES WHEN WE FIRST MARK OUR
GOODS.

,

EVERYTHING IN OUR STORE RUNS SMOOTHLY, BECAUSE WE
ALWAYS KEEP ON HAND A FULL STOCK OF EVERYTHING A
FIRST-CLASHARDWARE STORE SHOULD CARRY.
WE STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL AND "MAKE GOOD"
ON EVERY DEAL. OUR VALUES ARE PLAIN TO SEE.
S

TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

PALACE
AVE
DONE.

All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
FOR

International Stock Food
LEO

HEFtSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt and Seeis
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

MEXICAN

.

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

HATS

ALL
PRICES.

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
No Need to Cut.

S E.

Corner of Plaza.

rviirin

KVdware

CO

We have it.

1--

WHOLESALE
AISD RETAIL

1-- 4

i
i

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

SW.Ts.$vlof.
Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract-- Do
ycu know whether
you have an absolute title to the property which vou now ovn?

As

r.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

r
lli-Iff

1--

4

4

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
SOLE AGENTS

it's Hardware

No?4e

o

4

i

P. O. BOX 219

CITY.

77

i

SUCCESSORS TO

Flour, Hay,

IN THE

querque has succeeded in stamping
Can the green eyed girl hynotize
out the epidemic of scarlet fever. A
one have a look.
any
few weeks ago, 25 cases were under
one
there
is
only
quarantine. Today
BUILDING BOOM IS ON
case quarantined.

ERHG

MULLIGAN &

FRAMING

CENTURY
DRY GOODS

The

temperature yesterday was

Change in
Record The

1i1agMimiiMjimigMw

PICTURE

A

maximum
degrees
and the minimum 58 yesterday. The
Two Deaths Mrs. Manuelita
average relative (humidity was 63 per
There were showers in the
63 years, and Maria JVlagdalena cent.
in the afternoon and at night
vicinity
Vedied
Las
at
Hempstead,
yesterday
A year ago today the maximum was
gas.
Arrested for Fighting Cesario Vel- 79 and the minimum 56 with showers
and thunderstorms in the vicinity In j
asquez and Luis Barela were arrested
at Las Vegas for fighting on the tne afternoon and at night.

Hector Fuller.

streets.

s. s nif7
HILfc

PHONE
BLACK

Maximum Was 77

assortment.

Gal-lego-

rated

EVERY DESCRIPTION

Buy Now While we have
a good

j

work is never done.

Don't Delay

BE SOLD

.

CALL AJID SEE FQE YOURSELF

-

;

t,

1

-

every description.

Statesmen: ' v The forecast is partly cloudy
green, elate;
with local showers in north and
. i
.
.1
we wain uie puiiuciaiis wnai
10 QO 101
east portions tonight or Frisave the State;
day.
We clink glasses with good fellows;
yet we've got to keep our head
Don't fail to see the pictures at the
For the scandals of the living and
Elks' theater tomorrow night.
the virtues of the dead.
Registration in Precinct 17. The
Tin ere are some that seem to envy board of
registration sat again today
the positions that we hold,
in Precinct No. 17. Thus far 350 vot-- :
To think that our typewriters are like ers have registered in that part of!
liens of beaten gold;
Santa Fe.
For we still keep happy faces though
Heavy Rains at Las Vegas Last!
our homes we seldom see,
evening, Las Vegas and surrounding
And the smiles of wife and children country were visited by
heavy show- are denied to such as we.
ers. In fact, it rained at Lamy and
But 1 guess we'll keep on going; take even nearer to Santa Fe.
New Fire House Ground has been
assignments; do the work;
We may loaf, or drink, or gamble; but broken by Contractor A. Winson, for
our tasks we may not shirk;
the fine new fire and engine house
For its in our blood, the fever and that will be occupied by the Santa Fe
we die off one by one
Fire Company on east San Francisco
But the Press goes on forever, for its street.

We greet the

Incorporated 1903

ELIGMANBR0SC0.

"I have suffered with piles for thirty-si- x
beyears. One year ago last April I
THE NEWSPAPER MEN.
In
for
Cascurets
constipation.
taking
Our eyes are thick for slumber, and gan course of a week I noticed the
piles
the
our brains are lired and stale;
began to disappear and 'at the end of six
Xervos
have none to speak of, yet weeks they did not tiouble rr.e at all.
we never dare to fail.
Cascarets bave done wonders for me. I
There are always cries for "copy" and am entirely cured and feel like a new
man." George Kryd :r, Napoleon, O.
they never cry in vain.
For the Press's need is cruel and
Good.
Pleasant, Palatable. Pcter.t. Taste
Do Good. Never Sicken, Wca; ' t or Gripe.
recks not of our pain.
0c,25c, 50c. Never soi'i in L.i.M. The gen-

imperial
Jersey Cream

Also

riAii v

Absracts of Title,
THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
Furnished by

Catron Block

ptAtaonpg
Right Prices
Right Goods
Right Service

i

35

Santa Fe, N,

ja

Qm

Kfi tuSf
Tel Black 76

M

YONTZ watches

MAttUFAOTUKEIt OF

MEXICAN FILIGREE

JEWELRY

Eyes Tested and
Fitted by
Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

San Francisco St.

SAKSTA

-

FE,

W.

M.

It is to your advantage to trade here. We make
f OF I OUr UWIl UOOQ the claim that we sell better qoods than any one
else, for we offer you the best grades in all our lines that is possible to produce

Htttm

"OUR GOODS ARE RIGHT"
"OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT"
and "WE SERVE YOU RIGHT"

pr Zook's Pharmacy p?r SasSS?"
"The Store Everybody Likes'

J
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11, 1910.

TAKE IT IN TIME.

Just as Scores

of

Santa

Fe
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George of Farmington as secretary. The convention transacted a large amount of
business
with harmony
reigning
New Mexico Military Institute
ness affairs demanding his attention. throughout.
will
return from a visit to the
Pryce
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Pacific coast next week when the Re- GENERAL SUMMARY OF
Wet Point cf th 8outhwt
.'..Ci'j
publicans in Arizona will begin their
WEATHER IN JULY.
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
campaign to elect the majority of the
Armv Inspector? RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
delegates to the constitutional con- Section Director C. E.
"A."
Covers
Linney
vention.
f
Entire Territory in His
9Kl It,Through Academic course, preparing young
T
t
men for college or for business life. Great
Report.
Republican Primaries.
The temperature during July,
amount of open air work. Healthiest iocatlon
The Republican primaires will be
the Territory as a whole,
of any Military School In the UnloD. Located
held in Santa Fe county on August 17, was almost
two degrees daily above
oo
the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
in the city at 7:30 p. m. and in the the
normal, and the highest average
spot of the West at an e'evaiiot of 1,700
country districts at 5 p. in. The con- teiuK rature since ls95
(barring 1901,
feet above sea level, s'inshlne everv day. but
vention will be held August 20. The 75.1
degrees), when sufficient staIttle rain or snow durlag session.
will
call
the
to
following
tions Itad been established to afford
primaries
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduorder:
a fairly reliable mean. A part of
ates
from statdard
Precincts.
eastern colleges. Ten
western Mora, western McKinley and
1.
Benito Lujan, school house.
Grant counties were below the norbuildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
2.
ed and modern In ail respects.
Hypolito Dominguez,
mal, but otherwise the excess in tem3. Telesforo Rivera.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon. President; W
was
lower
Rio
perature
general. The
i. E. C. Abbott, Cordova Hall.
Grande valley had the greatest exG, Hamlltoa, Vice Presff1t-r,t- ;
J. Phelps White,
5. F. Romero y Dominguez.
cess, averaging more than three deW. M. Atkinson Secrniary. anfl W
Treasurer;
6. Bonifacio Xarvaiz.
grees a clay at Rincon and the Rio
A FlDlay
7.
Matins Montoya.
Grande dam. In the southern counties
"
'
v.
r
:
For particulars anl illustrated
S.
Pedro Pena, St. Joseph's Hall.
catalogue
t'he month was warm throughout, exress
idd
9. Tonias Roibal, school house.
cept for one brief cool period from
10. H. C. Kinsell, school house.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
the nth to the 14th, and tempera11. Nicolas Montoya, school house.
tures above 100 degrees were of freSuperintendent.
12. Margarito Chaves, school house.
quent occurrence. In the central and
13.
V. M. Tabor, school house.
northern counties not so high tem11. Ruinaldo Ortega, school house.
perature occurred. The month was
15. Bias Quintana, school house.
unusually pleasant in the mountain
1G.
Epimenio Mestas, school house. districts. Considerable heat occurred
17. T. B. Catron, Mandeifield Hall.
over the plains an dthe middle Pecos
IS. G. W. Pridhard, court house.
vaMey, also in parts of the San Juan
19. Antonio Garcia y Armijo, school
valley, Bloomfield recorded the highhouse.
est temperature thus far noted at that
20. Joaquin
school station.
Cunningham,
house.
j
The light, scattered showers of
21. Otto Goetz, school house.
were followed by a continuation
June
22. Antonio Jose
TO
Romero,
county of light and very local showers during
school house.
a
July. These did not set in, as
23. Nicolas Jimenez, school house,
rule, until the 10th to 12th, and the
average for the Territory was much
Communication From Judge E. A. below the normal. The local characMann.
ter of the showers was marked, thus Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
Editor of the New Mexican:
Fort Union had 4.20 inches, while Ro- DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
I observe the Evening Tribune-Citi-- :
ciada, a few miles southwest and conzen comes out with a large scarehead siderably higher had only 0.G0 inch. j
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
to the effect that "Mann is against di- The northeastern counties
received
rect rule," and in the body of the ar- tlhe highest average fall, as usual. The Payftble Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
ticle says that I said at Mountainair deficiency, however, was general, and
and all Foreign Countries.
that Republicans were against the ini- the greatest occurred over the south-centrREMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
counties and the southeast
tiative and referendum. Of course, I
did not attempt to speak for the plains country, including the middle
whole Republican party, but did say and lower Pecos valley. Very light
that so far as I am concerned I am rains, however, occurred over small
against it and gave my reasons there- areas in practically all parts of the
for. When the question of form of Territory. Streams were low at the
government arose in this country, all close of June, and practically failed
manner of propositions were present-- . over their lower reaches during July.
ed to the writers of the constitution, j The Rio Grande was the lowest in
wm' M mif Vm
lr"ril HHd
Some favored direct rule by the peo- - many years at the railroad bridge west
entireof
and
Santa Fe,
disappeared
pie, some wanted a monarchy, others
a republic or representative form of j ly a short distance below Bernalillo.
On the other hand, quite severe floods
government. The debates at that time
show how thoroughly this matter was with damage or destruction to crops,
and
farm lands, bridges,
highways
gone over and after due and mature
in the heavy
occurred
railroad
beds,
deliberation the wise men who were
in the mountain dislocal down-pour- s
the fathers of the republic, decided tricts from the 28th to the 31st. Dein
upon a representative form of govern- structive thunder storms were
of
in
quite
ment, a government of the people numerous after the 10th and a num
through their representatives. Upon ber of deaths by lightning occurred,
this foundation has been built the also some loss of property.
greatest nation the world has ever
RIGHT.
Rather more than the usual July
known. Our people are the most prosthe
wind
occurred,
during
especially
perous, the happiest, the most intel- first half of the month. The prevailligent and the best governed people ing direction was from the southwest,
Ben top
Avenue
that have ever lived in all time, and I but many stations reported
east,
for one, am in favor of no departure
southeast, south or west as the prefrom the beaten path in this respect.
vailing local direction. The sunshine
True, there have been bad laws and of the month was about, normal; there
bad officers, but the people have it were 10 clear, 17
partly cloudy and 4
CO
E.
within their power to correct those cloudy days.
evils. I am aware of the fact that ReTemperature.
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
publicans in some states have adoptThe mean temperature of the Tered the initiative and referendum but
ritory, determined from the records of
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes. raw lands,
they are still in the experimental 71 stations, having a mean altitude
under ditch, 40 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
states
these
I
believe
and
that
stage
of about 5,000 feet, was 74.2 degrees,
and highly improved, SfiO.OO to 5175.00 per acre. These are
Rewill finally go back to the true
or 1.6 degree above tlhe normal, and
ideal homes ready for you.
There 1.0 degree above the mean of July,
publican form of government.
is nothing new about this proposition. 1909. The highest local monthly mean
Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
old
of
an
weak
a
is
It
party trying was 84. 4 degrees at Orange, closely
cry
We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- RANCHES,
RANCHES,
LARGK
ernment land. We have irrigation enter- LARGE
to fool the people. The Democratic followed by 84.0 degrees at Carlsbad.
men are
AND
Moneyed
AND
needing
capital.
prises,
tom-toto
:
de:
;
us.
SMALL.
109
loudly
The highest recorded .was
invited to correspond with
SMALL
party is beating the
t
drown the echoes of its past record. grees at San Rafael on the 20th. A
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HEAR FROM YOU,
Having for half a century advocated number of ordinary exposed thermomstations showed
every political fad and fallacy that has eters at southern
arisen, it is no wonder that it grasps temperatures ranging from 110 deNEAT
like a drowning man, at this latest so- grees to 112 degrees, or possibly 114
or
not
but
have
degrees,
cialistic straw. The people
improper exposure,
acalways been right as history shows us defective instruments probably
temcount
l
peo-pethese
for
was
high
excessively
the
over and over again. It
who cried: "Crucify Him, Cruci- peratures. The lowest local monthly
MEW
fy Him!" after the Savior of the mean was 58.2 degrees at Hopewell,
world had been tried and found guilt- and the lowest recorded 31 degrees
The
and it was "the people" at the same station on the 2d. temless
local monthly range in
greatest
In
France
who
inaugurated
Rafael
a reign of terror, when they shed the perature was 66 degrees at San
39 degrees at Cloudcroft,
innocent blood of thousands and in and the least
daily local range
their frenzy forgot God and set up while the greatest
was 58 degrees at Gila on the 1st and
Reason.
of
Goddess
as
the
a harlot
2d.
The district averages were as
Every reason given by the fathers for follows: No. 7 (Northeastern) 73.6 dea representative form of government
No. 8 (Pecos and Rio Grande)
still exists. Time has demonstrated grees;
74.4
No. 9 (Western) 74.3 dethat the wisest laws come from de- grees.degrees;
Particular care is taken that no out
bodies, with
liberative legislative
Certainly helps a man along socially
Precipitation.
fit leaves
ample opportunity for debate and conthe
g
for
The average precipitation
and in business. There is no
sideration, restricted by the funda- Territory, determined from the rec- THE WILLIAMS & RISING LIVERY
a
edal to
the fact that dress has
STABLE
mental law as to their powers and ords of 137 stations, was 1.62 inches,
do with a man's success nowadays.
the
of
construction
to
the
and
subject
or 0.76 inch below the normal,
iiniMss it is in perfect condition.
this fact in mind, let us call
judicial branch of the government. 0.52 inch below the average for July, Horses fresh, vehicles clean and easy eBarlng
to the fact that we are
attention
your
profrom
the
we
should
records
depart
1909.
Why
Only two previous
Drivers spick and span. now making to order the most stylish
running.
vision of the constitution that pro- since 1895 are lower, July 1902, with
Patrons are always well pleased with Suits and Overcoats, from selected
vides that each state shall have a Re- 1.51 inches, and July 1903, with 0.85
service. We have rigs of all kinds
our
at a most moderate price.
publican form of government and try inch. The greatest monthly amount for use at any time of day or night fabrics,
Perfect fit and finish guaranteed. New
Grove
an experiment?
was 5.63 inches at Aspen
and our charges are moderate.
samples have arrived.
E. A. MANN.
Ranch, a few miles west of Tres
and the lowest monthly amount
Tailor
Julius
RISISG
A dispatch to the New Mexican 0.03 inch at Artesia, in the lower PeIILLIIMS
excess
in
from Farmington says that the Repub- cos valley.
Precipitation
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red. Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.
lican county convention was called to of 5 inches also occurred at the
order yesterday by Chairman J. H.
planting station (5.59 inches),
Thurston. George Griffin of Farming-to- while less than a quarter of an inch
was made permanent chairman; occurred at Artesia, Escondida, Espa-nolrate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Carrying the U. S. mail and pas- the
and H. George of Cedar Hill, secreHerman es, Rincon, Tecolote and
automobiles furnished to acand
M.,
Special
N.
between
Vaughn,
of
amount
sengers
Three Rivers. The greatest
tary. There was a full attendance
commodate
the
with
any number ot passengers
delegates from all over the country, in any 24 hours was 2.50 inches at Roswell, N. M., connecting Rock Is- to make special connections with any
and
&
Southwestern
at
on
El
Paso
made
Raton
nomination
the
who ratified the
Johnson's Park, east of
also to connect with
the primaries of Rev. D. E. Bundy of 29th. There were 7 days, on an aver- land Railroads and the Atchison, train at Vaughn,
Mexico Central Railroad at TorNew
Railroad.
&
Fe
more
to
Santa
or
who
is
prohi- age, with 0.01 inch
precipi- Topeka
pledged
Farmington
Leave Vaugihn at 8:30 a. m., arrive rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by combition, and W. H. Williams of Aztec, tation. The district averages were
municating with Manager of the Rosas candidates for the constitutional as follows: No. 7, 2.04; No. 8, 1.39; in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. WL, at
arrive
a.
12:30
m,
at
convention.
Leave Roswell
Resolutions were adopt- No. 9, 1.76 inches.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
ed declaring for a "safe and sane"
CHARLES E. LINNEY,
to
50
lbs.
of
special $40.00 to accommodate four or
constitution and guaranteeing equal
Section Director.
Baggage allowance
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.
rights to all. W. Goff Black of Aztec,
was made chairman of the county cenSanta Fe will all attend the Grand
tral committee with George N. Norton Adobe theatre Friday.

Secretary

U. Young who resigned the secretary
ship of the committee because of busi-

PASTURES

I

''George H. Hunker and Filadelfo
Waiting doesn't pay.
Baca have started out on a Democratic
If you neglect the aching back,
campaigning tour of the county. They
Urinary troubles, diabetes, surely were in Sapello today. V. O. Soule
follows.
them." Las Vegas Opback- accompanied
Doan's

K'dney

Pills

relieve

if

tic.

ache,

1

Cure every kidney ill.
C. E. Miller, of Anthony, was in Las
Santa Fe citizens endorse them.
Cruces Sunday. Mr. Miller lias been
Alberto Garcia, Galisteo St., Santa
suggested as a delegate to the constiFe, N. M., says: "I deem it a pleas- tutional convention from Dona Ana
ure to corroborate the public state- county on the Republican ticket but
ment I gave in favor of Doan's Kid- has absolutely refused to serve.
ney Pills about seven years ago. I
found them to be an excellent remedy
At the primaries held at Farming-ton- ,
and I have never hesitated to vouch
San Juan county, the Republicans
for their merit when an opportunity polled 20 more votes than did the
has been presented. For two years Democrats and from all appearances,
I was in bad shape from backache and ; San Juan county will send Republkidney trouble and when Doan's Kid- icans to the constitutional convention.
ney Pills were brought to my notice,
The Republicans in Union county,
I resolved to try them. They not only at their convention
yesterday put up a
drove away the backache, but regu- winning ticket when they nominated
lated the passages of the kidney se- Hon. Eufracio Gallegos, member of
cretions and toned up my entire sys- the last legislative council, Candelario
tem. When my back has bothered me Vigil, F. C. Fields and G. W. Baker.
daring the past two and a Half years,
I have at once taken Doan's Kidney
and the
Besides the Republican
Pills and they have never failed to Democratic
Grant county is
tickets,
bring relief."
to have a Prohibition and a SocialFor sale by all druggists. Price 50 ist ticket if present plans are carried
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, through. At Silver City, a Socialist
New York, sole agents for the United Club of 70 members has been organizStates.
ed.
Remember the name Doan's and
Last evening, the Laborites held antake no other.
other meeting at Albuquerque, to perfect their organization. The members
See a perfect girl of the Gibson
have signed a written agreement to
Tostyle, who dances worth while.
support only such candidates for the
She
Grand.
Adobe
morrow night at
who will
convention
constitutional
sings to please the crowd.
subscribe to the Labor platform recently promulgated.

25-ce-

KERR'S
PLAZA BARBER SHOP
For i9 years the
class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.
only-firs-

t

OUR NEW FITCH
TREATMENT
is guarantead to care, (not ouly
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete tine of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.

Tomorrow evening the Democratic
Club at Silver City will be addressed
by W. M. Spence, Alvan N. White, A.
H. Harlee and James B. Gilchrist.
Sampson A. Lindauer, however, will
make the main speech of the evening.
The Democratic nominees are making
a tour of the western part of the county, holding meetings on the Lower
Gila, Lordsburg, Hachita and other
places.

This evening in the Presbyterian
church the cfhurch brotherhoods at
Albuquerque will have a meeting during which the initiative and referendum the recall and the direct primary
R. W. D. Bryan
will be discussed.
&
KITCH
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE
will speak on the "Oregon Constitution." Mr. Hickey will take for his
BATHS BATHS BATHS
subject "The Initiative and Referendum." Attorney Isaac Barth will
LAUNDRY
HUBBS
Agents
Attoron "The Recall" and
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your speakCollins on the "Direct City
Primary."
ney
and
Tuesdays
laundry on Mondays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
leaders worked
The Democratic
All work is guaranteed; yoar
fusion with
to
about
hard
mended
and
buttons
bring
socks are
today
sewed on you shirts, without
certain Republicans who are not
extra charge.
pleased with the present management
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122. and who are disposed to wage their
fight for personal supremacy without,
instead of within the ranks of their
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
party. A mass meeting is to be called
for some evening in the near future,
possibly as early as tomorrow night
MASONIC.
"Independent"
to put up a
Montezuma Lodge No ticket.
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg"At an enthusiastic meeting of the
ular communications
Bernalillo
county Democratic club last
first Monday of eacJ
to the
month a Masonic hai night it was decided that owing
hold
to
will
be
it
date
late
impossible
m.
at 7.30
elecAs
the
in
this
a
county.
primary
H. H. DORMAN,
tion will be held September 6, it was
Acting Master.
pointed out that it will injure the
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
cause of the candidates for delegate
unless they are placed in the field
Santa Fe Chapter No. L,
which would be impossible unearly,
conM.
R. A.
Regular
Under the arrangeder
the
vocation second Monday of ments primary.
as at first proposed the convenMasonic
month
at
each
tion was necessary to pass upon the
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
action of the. primaries, and under the
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
arrangement decided upon the conARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
vention will name the party's candidate for delegate." Albuquerque
Santa Fe Commandei No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
U fourth
Monday In .eacn
"Do the Democrats favor constitumonth at Masonic Hall at tional prohibition? At a meeting of
7:30 p. m.
the Citizens Club, an organization
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
made up of a fusion of Democrats and
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
others, last night in the city hall, V.
O. Soule, a Republican, made an adSanta Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1 dress. He told the small crowd pres14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted ent of the merits of absolute prohiScottish Rite of Free Masonry meets bition and suggested that it be subon the third Monday of each month mitted to the people of the territory
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in as a clause in the constitution. Mr.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. Soule it is understood, was present
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor- upon invitation of the club. The redially invited to attend.
quest of the club for remarks conJOHN W. MAYES, 32.
cerning prohibition seerr.3 to indicate
Venerable Master. that its members favor such legislaHENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
tion and will use their influence to
,
Secretary.
get it inserted In the constitution. Mr.
Soule's remarks concerning prohibiB. P. O. E.
tion, received generous applause. He
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E, also advocated the initiative and refholds its. regular session on the sec- erendum, the recall and other measond and fourth Wednesday of each ures." Las Vegas Optic.
month. Visiting brothers are invited
A. J. FISCHER,
Chairman A. M. Sames of the Reand welcome.
Exaltefi Ruler. publican territorial central commitJ. D. SENA,
tee of Arizona, has appointed William
Secretary.
M. Pryce of Tucson, secretary of the
committee.
of
Pryce is less than 35
Pythias.
Knights
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights ot years of age, a native of Red Oak,
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d Iowa, a graduate of the University of
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I. Nebraska. Nine years ago he came
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit- to Arizona and is in. the real estate
business.
Heis at present serving
ing Knight's invited to attend.
as county superintendent of puttlic
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
schools of Pima county. Pryce suc
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R, 8.
Citizen--

Tribune.
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Veils Fargo & Company
Express
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Pain anywhere stopped in 20 minOn Thursday August 23 the Republiutes sure with one of Dr. Shoop's Pink
cans of Mora county will hold a conTablets. The formula is on the
box. Ask your Doctor or Druggist vention for the purpose of nominating
about this formula! Stops womanly candidates for election as delegates
convention. The
pains anywhere. to the constitutional
pains, headache,
convention will be held at Mora, the
Write Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., for
county seat. Mora county is entitled
free trial to prove value, of his Head- to
five delegates, according to the apache, or Pink Pain Tablets. Sold by
Several candidates are
portionment.
Co.
Stripling Burrows
said to be working for nomination.
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J. W. STOCKARD, manager
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The New Mexican calls attention to
a letter from Judge E. A. Mann in another column, which gives food for
thought and presents clearly that the
initiative and referendum is subversive of the Republican form of
established by the constitution of the United States.

IT WOULD WORK IN POLI-

TICS.

Let the voters look at the practical
PUBLISHERS.
COMPANY
PRINTING
THE NEW MEXICAN
workings of the recall, the initiative
FRANK P. STURGJ3.
arn the referendum.
Suppose, after
PAUL A. F. WALTER.
Editor and President.
a b Her political fight, the voters had
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure- r
- put .Mr. Smith into the ortice of counEntered as Second Class Matter at The Santa Fp TTistofflce.
ty surveyor.
Suppose, Mr. Jones, his
still
very sore over his de- opponent
$3.50
mail
months
by
Daily, six
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
25
a petition demandwould
pass
9
:f;U,
carrier
00
week
.
by
Daily per
year
Weekly,
pel
It would!
ftn ing the recall of Mr. Smith.
Daily, per month, by carrier.... 75 Weekly, six months
65
mean
over
the
of
the
nnlitiml
mail
fishting
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- month,
by
Daily, per
5
7.00 Weekly per quarter
'buttle that elected Smith; it would
Daily, per year, by mail
mean that Smith would have to neg
PAUL A. F. WALTER
lect his duties in order to election-- '
OFFICIAL PAPER CF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Attorney-at-Laeer. Multiply this condition by the,
- in New Mexico. I. Is sent to
New Mexkt
The New Mexican is tie oldest newspaper
ntiiuper ot county, district, town and ?anta Fe,
'"-"auu
a
nus
ana
state
and
voter
PiuW1uS
the
will gain
offices,
inge
vpverv nostoffiee in the Territory,
some idea of the chaos that would en- - Chas, F. Easley,
ive people or the Southwest
Chas. R. Easley.
among the intelligent and progress
sue with the unlimited recall.
t
Estancia.
Santa Fe.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Similarly with the initiative. Some
crank may conceive the notion that
Attorneys at Law.
the city of Santa Fe ought to have
an ordinance compelling cows to
E. C. ABBOTT
wear green goggles. There, is always
IT.
OF
EXPENSE
THE
CONDITIONS PRECEDENT.
Attorney-at-Laa
of
number
who
either
large
people
The advocates of the direct primary
It must be impressed upon the peoPractice in the District and Suenjoy a jOKe or wno proht by an
scheme
is
the
certain
that
it
greatest
'say
nle nf New Mexico, including
ection
These would readilv si en a Preme Courts. Prompt ana careiui
to
the
not
break
ever
is
devised
organ
up party
petition that an ordinance compelling attention given to all business.
noliiiral leaders, that it
- e
isew Mexico
New
Democrats
cows to wear green goggles be sub- - banla
of
izations.
The
the
in
on
trial
enabling act that is
to
Mexico
to
break
wild
to
be
mitted
voters.
the
up
The campaign
appear
constitutional convention. Neither of
can would oe on.
owners or cows
CATRON & CATRON
the territories is called upon to elim- their own organization and who
reason would have to spend money and wage
and Counsellors-at-Lainate any section or to amend any blame them? They have good
Attorneys
to advocate the direct primary ve- warfare against the proposition, which
Office:
Catron Block
portion of the act under which they
no matter how absurd it seems, would
New Mexica
Santa Fe,
are to ccme into the Union as states. hemently, even though they are slow
find supporters and would carry, unThe enabling act lays down certain to adopt it in their own ranks when
conditions which must be complied it comes to choosing candidates for less the owners of cows whacked up
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
But it and fought with vigor. With the cow
with, the President has tittered cer- the constitutional convention.
Atto rneys-at-Laand
settled
the
question
the
must
be
remembered
that
heeded, must also be
municipali
tain warnings which
Practice in the District Courts aa
if New Mexico and Arizona expect to direct primary is a game in which ty having footed the election bill, anas before the Supreme Court of
have their constitutions approved dur only the rich man can play, in which other crank would ask for a referen- well
dum on a state law to compel auto the territory.
It
is
show
a
administration.
a
of
haven't
the
the
ghost
present
"gente"
ing
New Mexico
idle to argue the question, just as idle because they haven't the coin. It also mobiles to send a foot runner ahead Las Cruces,
of
them
to
announce
their
coming.
as it is for the railroads to argue the gives an advantage to the incumbent
RENEHAN & DAVIES
fairness or the unfairness of the in- of public office, provided he has made Ine automobile owners would be bled
E. P. Daviei
terstate commerce act. The enabling enough out of his owce to pay the ex- for campaign expenses, towns and A. B. Renehan
w
Atto r ney
act is the law of the land; President pense. Honest men, like Senator Flint, counties would be rent in twain over
"momentous" a proposition and as
Practice in the Supreme and DisTaft cannot alter it; Congress will of California, for instance, have not so
to peace from political strife
and trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
not repeal or amend it; the territories acquired sufficient wealth in the pubfreedom
from bills for election, there
its
one
of
provi- lic service to make it possible to be
must accept every
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
could be no thought of it as long as Santa Fe
sions or conditions, or stay out.
New Mexico
candidate for renomination.
Says the initiative, referendum and recall
exThis is well understood in Arizona Los Angeles Times:
isted.
for the Arizona Republican says:
G. W. PRICHARD
"Nothing like it, in point of drabe
could
statement
more
foolish
"No
and Consellor-at-Laand
Attorney
fightmatic interest, high stakes
heard in this territory, outside of the
The assessment of Arizona with
in
all the District Courts
CaliPractice
seen
ever
in
cost
been
has
ing
s
of the population of New and gives special attention to casei
asylum for the insane, than the as- fornia before.
sertion that is heard to the effect
is $85,918,589, or $30,000,000 before the Territorial Supreme Court
fighting cost. Every- Mexico,
that President Taft and Congress one"Particularly
more
than
that of this commonwealth. Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
knew that the direct primary
would not dare to disapprove any
The per capita assessment of Arizona
but
an
would
be
expensive
luxury;
constitution sent to ttoem by the peois $430, and that of New Mexico is
WILLIAM McKEAN
no one knew it was to be like this.
$175.
ple of Arizona.'
Arizona, therefore, far more
Attorney-at-Lais
do
what
it
now,
"Knowing
they
'Fortunately, there is little probacan- extravagant than New Mexico, spend
and Land Law.
of
Mining
the
doubtful
if
any
extremely
of
sane
people
bility that the sober,
ing much more on its public institu- Taos
New Mexico
the
have
would
for
didates
governor
the territory will permit statehood to
tions, has a lower tax rate than New
be lost, although it is vitally neces- courage to tackle another campaign. Mexico.
One-hal- f
of Arizona's counC. W. G. WARD
"The expense has been something ties have
But
sary for them to be on guard.
each a higher assessment
Territorial District Attorney
if the belief should prevail that the terrific. A thousand dollars in this than any New Mexico county while
and Mora Counties
President ami Congress were Ulumng campaign is nothing but a whiff in out one, Apache, has an assessment Foi- San Miguel
New Mexico
when they 'provided that our constitu- the wind. That amount will stick up lower than that of Santa Fe county. Las Vegas,
to
mud
for
throw
a
them
for
to
few posters
boys
tion must be submitted
Is it that Arizona is so much richer
W. A. FLEMING JONES
would balls at.
approval, and disillusionment
than New Mexico or that the science
Bonds and Investments
sucto
most
one
"It
the
those
of
of
is
estimated by
be the portion
holding
of adequate and equalized assessing
D. S. Commissioner for the Third
a belief.
conservative campaign managers that of property is so much better underJudicial District of New Mexico.
"Mr. Taft was in deep earnest the average sum spent by the various stood in the neighboring
territory?
when, speaking at Phoenix, Prescott, Republican candidates for governor Arizona shows a gain of $3,26S,591 in Eastern and local bank references.
New Mexico
Albuquerque and the Grand Canyon will run very close to $500,000. Hiram assessment since last year; New Las Cruces
last October, he solemnly warned Johnson is said to have had a war Mexico will show a loss. Which figEDWARD C. WADE
the people of Arizona and New chest of $150,000. This figure in- ures will impress the capitalist and
Attorney-at-LaMexico against adopting such a
cludes only the legitimate campaign the homeseeker more, the high asPractices in the Supreme and Disas 'Oklahoma's zoological expenses the price of arousing en- sessment and low tax rate of Arizona
or the low assessment and the high trict Courts of the Territory, in the
garden of freaks.'
thusiasm.
Probate Court and before the U. S.
"Mr. Taft and Congressional leadof
tax rate of New Mexico?
"In addition to this, the expense
ers were in deep earnest when they holding the primary election, with
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
provided in the enabling act against its stupendous printing bills and othhave been Offices.
Only seven elections
New Mexico
Cruces
a freak constitution by inserting the er foolishness will be about $1,700,000 held at Enid,
Oklahoma, in twelve Las
to the state.
months, under the beneficent provistion must be presented to them for
R. W. WITTMAN
"A pretty stiff price to pay for ions of the recall, referendum, initia,
Draftsman
approval.
tive and direct primary. No wonder
"The sensible citizens of tin is terri- changing governors."
'Copies furnished of records on file
Enid lost in population the past year
tory, who, fully understanding this
Mountainair, Torrance county, is a for the voters evidently have no time in the U. S. Surveyor General's Office
situation, are urging the people to
New Mexice
of small population but of high for anything but politics.
The state Santa Fe,
be conservative and adopt such a con- place
a Chau- capital election cost the county In
stitution as will meet approval at ideals. For three years now,
JOHN K. STAUFFER
been held which Enid is located $1,200, the other
Assembl"' has
tauqua
a
are
Washington,
duty
performing
Notary Public
attendance at which can elections cost even more. Three milthey owe to the people. They will not there, the counted
Office with the New Mexican Print
but
hundreds
lion
estidollars is a conservative
by
be deterred from the continued per- scarcely be
lng Company.
formance of this cfuty by talk from the influence of which is far reaching mate of the cost to state, county, and Santa
New Mexico
fuFe,
the
which
for
of
town
to
candidates
and
authorities,
Democratic politicians about 'Repub- and the promise
On Monday of this political organizations, in Oklahoma,
lican threats,' nor will they be ture is great.
silenced by the whines of any danger- week, in that small assembly a sub- for one year's elections and primaries. H
ous newspaper that falsely claims to scription of one thousand dollars was A couple more years like that and it
raised for the carrying on of Chautau- will bankrupt even so rich a state as
be Republican.
is
"There
not 'threat' in the state- qua work, a sum which would make Oklahoma.
ment tfliat if we adopt a constitution the people of Santa Fe hustle if they
If it is well to make the legislature
full of 'isms' it will be rejected at had to subscribe it for such a purpose.
Washington and statehood postponed Last year, Mountainair built a fine subsidiary to initiative, referendum 1
Jor another ten years. It is a simple $2,500 pavilion. Santa Fe has dis- and recall, why not extend this benestatement of pregnant, fact which the cussed for years the holding of an an- ficent system to the judiciary? Why
people of Arizona will heed, or for- nual Chautauqua for which it has ad not have lawsuits decided by a vote
ever regret their failure to heed.
vantages superior to those of any of the people? The New Mexican as"Mr. Taft and the Congressional place in the entire west. At Moun sures the voters that in case criminal cases were tried at popular elec
leader are not
politi- tainair, even the water has to be carcians like the local statemen who are ried to the Chautauqua grounds from tions, there would be a good many
WHERE PRICES ARE
so glibly telling us that the attitude the settlement, but such disadvant- more hangings in Santa Fe county
' FOR
LOWEST
than
in
been
there have
the past, and
of Washington is a 'bluff and that ages do not deter people who "will"
QUALITY.
'Taft and Congress will not dare' to that a task be accomplished.
The the old town might even get rid of
do so and so. Mr. Taft and the Con- trouble with Santa Fe is that it never some of its obstructionists in that
manner.
gressional leaders mean exactly what has "willed."
"
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OF SAflTA FE.

ha Oldest Banking Institution in
fNew
Mexico. Established In 1870
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

$150,000
80.000

Transacts a general Wjnkinjj business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral scon i iy. Buys and seMs bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Bays and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money tranamitlng agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
psr cent per annum, on six months" or years' time. Liberal

;

advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of Its patrons in the banking line,
and ai T5s to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- ing. Safety deposit boxes for rest. The patronage of the
miblic is respecfully solicited.
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J. B. BEAD, Cashier.

J, PILES. President.
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the Best Hotels

One of

Cuisine and
Table Service
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Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers
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Long Distance Telephone Station.
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Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room
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Tribun-

Mayor Gaynor will probably be the
next presidential candidate of the
Democratic party, but there will be no
direct primary, referendum, initiative,
corporation platform if he consents to
run. Democrats will have to put that
in their pipe and smoke it. It is well
for that party that it includes men
who understand what is meant by a
"safe and sane" constitution and a
representative government.

Chaves county Democrats cast only
about 1200 votes at their primaries
this week, or about as many as Curry
county cast the week before. It now
looks as If those two
counties will not cast more than
Democratic votes on election day.
The Republicans with proper work
can roll up as big if not a bigger vote
and defeat the Democrats
in their
very strongholds.

In just ten of the twenty-sicounties are there tickets in the field thus
far, which demonstrates that the ma
jority or politicians sun neneve in
the short campaign. The causes may
be various, but the most potent
is
that of the great cost to those who
run for office. This is not as it should
b
but under present conditions cannot be helped.

'

if yon

drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can get a hot
snpper ready to eat and yon will not have to

wait.

Our Increasing patronage Is the
best proof that we merit yours.

G.LUPE HERKERA
Proprietor
-- LIS

.

S.KADNE

RATES

1.00A

DAY AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Thelonly first class Hotel

In Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE In
the City to connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed..
Nice sample room on first floor. Special attention given to traveling
men. Give us a trial If you want first class service,

SAFE,

eviThe Democrats of Bernalillo county
dent every day that statehood will have discovered a beautiful excuse for
be in great jeopardy unless Republinot having a direct primary for the
cans control the constitutional conselection of their candidates for the
vention."
convention.
They
constitutional
fact yesterday that "owto
the
awoke
'
I here isn't a paper in the United
to the late date it will be imposStates, except it be, perha'ps, The An ing
sible to hold a primary," or, at least,
to
peal
Reason, that has not express
ed horror and sorrow at the attempt that is the way the Albuquerque "The
e-Citizen
puts it. It adds:
ed assassination of Mayor Gaynor. It
name the party's canwill
convention
is a proof of the health of the body
The real fact
"politic when the condemnation of the didates for delegate."
few bosses of the party
the
is
that
dastardly deed is so universal. How
ever, if the spread of socialistic and found it Inconvenient to work their
anarchistic views that are beginning will through the direct primary at
to permeat every community and in- this time; it is a new game to them
fect even such great parties as that and they must first go to Oklahoma
or the Democracy, the day may come, to learn, where the direct primaries
wnen sued deeds as that of Tuesday are doing the will of the bosses even
morning may be acclaimed by the more beautifully and profitably than
convention.
many and denounced by only the few. did the

THE REST,

THE HOTEL CORONADO
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say.
"It. is becoming more and more
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full course meals from noon on.
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time-servin-

IN CONNECTION

a Good One(

-

H

FIRST CLASS CAFE

andnDon0GMparA?e.
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x

That the railways of the United
States could be rebuilt for $40,030 per
mile and that that the total railroad
stocks and bonds outstanding average
only $45,600 per mile, is the assertion
of the "Engineering Contractor." That
would mean that the physical value of
the 3,000 miles of railroad in New
Mexico is about $120,000,000, which
conforms to the estimate put out by
the census bureau. As the railroads
are only a small portion of the tangible wealth of New Mexico, it is no
exaggeration to claim that there is
property within the Territory of the
enormous value of $500,000,000.
an
The Tribune Citizen informs
anxious world that the Democrats are
not against corporations, that they
never Intended to be. And thus Jove
deprives himself of his- only thunder
bolt.

Sylmar
The

Olive

Oil

SPECIAL
SALE

Ideal in Purity.

For those who want
the best
Olive Oil, we strongly
"SYLMAR" It is
bottled from the first pressing of California's Choicest. Its purity is absolute. A more wholesome
or more delicious Olive Oil
it would be impossible to
produce.
y

ALSO CARRY

JULY

during entire
month of

1910

All Summer Dress Goods, Silks, Novelties, Lawns
Laces, Embroideries and Ladies Knit and Muslin
ALL ARE THIS SPBING and
Underwear.
SUMMER GOODS LATEST STYLESand DESIGNS

'

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM

ADOLF

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

SOFT

BUS

CO

FULL

LINE OF RIPE OLIVES

H. S. KAUNE
& COMPANY

PHONE 26

Tto Mtowiag

Bed 85 art km
year orders delivered

Ttfeptaa

to the thirsty aa something
eool and inviting
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRC BREW,
BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS,
mm soggeeted

,

B
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SANTA

FE BOTTLING WORKS.

All drink mads from filtered water.

HENRY KRICK,

Proorlotor
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your ancestors had banked only 200 dollars
and you had that $200 and the interest,
interest
cent
per
compound
each dollar, bill were a link in a chain, that chain would reach from New
If

200 TEARS AGO one of

5

York to San Francisco .
Money grows in our bank if you will let it.
Make OUR Bank TOUR Bank.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

SURETY BONDS

INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE
WE HAVE 'SOME EXCELLENT BAROAINSIN BOTH
IMPROVED AND WNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
BUSINESS PROPERTY,

Houses and Furnished Rooms for Rent.
See our

O

attractive list before buying.

WATSON & COMPANY

C- -

Santa Fe, New Mexico
119 San Francisco

For full particulars call on or
address the above company

St.

Phone. Red Ho. 189

FRUIT JARS

FRUIT JARS

Exceptional Bargains at the dozen
$1.00 $1.25 and $150
8

jf

WILSON RANGES AT COST
J0
&
j&

-

OSTERMOOR MATTRESSES
i,vty,VNlTUB3B HOUSE FURNISHING.
TENT (JOTS

Akers-Wagne-

Furniture Co.
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&
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Attorney John D. W. Veeder, of Las
Vegas, is at. the Palace.
Dr. J. H. Amerland, a tourist from
St. Louis, is in the city.
Mrs. .J. H. Cameron, of Albuquerque,
is a sightseer at the Palace.
Judge Edward A. Mann, of Albuquerque, arrived last evening.
Hon. H. B. Holt left for his home at
Las Graces last evening after a brief
visit.
II. S. Lithgow, in the bindery business at' Albuquerque, is a Santa Fe
visitor.
A. Mennett, Sr., the well known
traveling man from Las Vegas, is at
the Palace.
Attorney John Venable, of Albu
querque, is in Santa Fe on supreme
court business.
Mr. Longsworth is up from El Paso
for a visit with Mrs. Longsworth at
the Sanitarium.
of
Mr. and Mrs. John Wiemann,
Burlington, la., are sightseers registered at the Palace.
H. S. Van Slyck of Trinidad, Colo.,
traveling freight agent of the Santa
Fe system, is in the capital.
Brother Edward, the newly appointed president of St. Michael's College,
went to Bernalillo yesterday.
Attorney Charles A. Spiess and W.
G. Haydon, of Las Vegas, arrived in
the city yesternay on legal business.
B. S. Philips, of the Ramon Vigil
land grant, is here on business and
is registered at the Hotel Coronado.
Mrs, A. E. Whittier who had been
visiting fher son in this city, left yesterday for her home at Brookfield, Mo.
Dr. Samuel Blair, of Albuquerque,
superintendent of Methodist missions
in New Mexico, is a visitor in the capital.
County Commissioner J. A. Lucero
is in town from Santa Cruz. He re
ports a large peach crop in northern
Santa Fe county.
R. R. Reed, of Kansas City, Mo.,
traveling for a well known Kansas
City paper house, came over from Las
Vegas last evening.
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Gayer and their
daughter, Miss Gayer, of Monmouth,
111., are tourists in the city and are
registered at Gregg's.
Brother Bernard, who has been ser- i iously
ill for some time in Albuquer
que, has recuperated sufficiently to return to St. Michael's College.
Mr. and Mrs. Corber, of Albuquerque, who have been guests at St.
Vincent's for the past week or ten
days, returned home yesterday.
Edgar L. Street of New York, is in
Santa Fe on business appertaining to
the Santa Fe Light and Water Company which is controlled by his firm.
Summers Burkhart, an Albuquerque
attorney, and secretary of the Demo
cratic territorial central committee,
was an arrival on last evening's train.
W. D. Shea, traveling passenger and
freight agent of the Denver and Rio
Grande, left Santa Fe headquarters
yesterday on a business trip to Las
Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Buddecke,
of St. Louis, are in the city, Mr. Buddecke was formerly financially interested in the street railway in Las Vegas and came here on supreme court
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Use the
If you are, yu. wil1
tackle, and

Trout.

p;for

,

As graceful as a bird,
eyed girl.

the

-

yJ,

Our Line is all new and complete in every

detail our assortment of flies is larger
' nnt more comrilete. than ever.
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, lHt.
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next 'to our line and prices. Our prices are lower

than ever before.

Notice our

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.

Windows

SAITA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.
Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

antied

Everything in Hardware.

lfltBBHWFWI

FIGHT
CALLED OFF AT LAST MOMENT.
Pa., Aug. 11. The
Philadelphia,
Langord-Kaufma- n
fight scheduled in
this city tonight has been called off,
Langord having refused unless guarLANGFORD-KAUFMA-

a la Spirite

$7,500.

Corsets

MARKE1REP0RT
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Aug. 11. Call money
ll-2per cent; Prime mercan-

FOR THE WOMAN OF FASHION

3-- 4

2

tile paper 5
per cent; Mexican
Atdollars 44; Amalgamated 69
New York Central
chison 97
Southern Pacific
Reading 1401-2- ;
113
Steel
Union Pacific 165
69
pfd. 115
New York, Aug. 11. Lead dull 440
450 ; copper quiet,
standard spot
Sil12.2012.25; Sept. 12.25?12.40;
ver 53.
GRAIN, PORK. LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 11. Wheat, Sept.

Thn Corset that moulds your form

112-7--

1--

3--

102

5-- 8

to fashions latest mandate.
S THE ONE CORBET THAT WORK.S WITH NATURE To MAKE
YOUR FIGURE PERFECT.
THAT NEED
IT .SUPPORTS THE PART-SUPPORT, AND THE NEW MoDELS,J'eJUST
RECEIVED MOULDS ANY FORM INTO A NEAT,
COMPACT FIGURE WITHOUT INTERFERING
IN THE LEA.ST WITHBoDILY COMFORT.
THE C. b. ALLoW-- YoU To DRE.5.S IN THE
WITHOUT A .SACRIFICE
HEIGHT OF
OF EITHER HEALTH OR ENJOYMENT.
FOR BLENDER, MEDIUM AND WELL DEVELOPED FIGURED.
THE C. b. A LA .SPIRITE

Dec. 106

Corn
Oats
Pork
Lard

5--

3--

5

FA-5HIO-

green

PRICED RANGE FROM 65C.
AND

$1.25, $2.00
THE

bET

VALUE--

$1.00

$3.50.

EVER .SHOWN.

bE .SURE AND .SEE THE NEW IMPROVED 5TYLE-5 JU.ST RECEIVED.

W. N. TOWN SEND & CO.!

S

Charles W. Dudrow

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

4y--

m3

e

STRIPLING-BURROW-

'

COME IN 'AND GET AC"
QUAINT! D WTJH HIM
IT WILL BE TO, YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

His Time is Yours

$8.25(5-8.55-

sur-pris-

?
a few oil t

Su'mVJ
supplies. We've got 'em all, everythirg
end
store
call
our
at
Just
need.
that you
xjjlse;
talk to OUR MAN WHO KfcGVVS, he wiil be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right fiies.ar.d fnythirg else
you wish to know.

$4.508.10; southern steers $3.50
native
5; southern cows $2.504;
cows $2.504; native cows and heifers $2.256.50; stockers and feeders
will be ma'e more satisfactory in apcalves
$36.15; bulls $3.104.25;
MORE
In
duraSEVERAL
matter
MOTORS
of
the
pearance and
$3.757.70; western steers $47.25;
FOR
INSTALLED
PUMPING.
bility if you use
western cows $2.504.50.
Market
7,000.
Hogs
Receipts
Ten Page Booklet to Be Issued to ExLUMBER
to five lower. Bulk $S.208.5Q.
steady
SOME SIMPLE MEDICINES
plain the Use of Electric Power
heavy $8.108.30; packers and butchin Irrigation.
know
ers
Do
us.
of
you
anything
bought
Like Jamaica Ginger, Aromatic Spirits
light $8.35(38.55.
Market
Sheep
Receipts 3,000.
of Ammonia, Cathartics, etc., should
about our prices? If not, you've a
Muttons $3.754.35; lambs
Deming, N.'M., Aug. 11. T. D. steady.
form
a
of
To
outfit
vacation
on
your
part
us
Let
store.
your
in
figure
Smith, of the Wagner Electrical Com- $66.75; fed wethers and yearlings
get the best, get them here.
next building.
pany, is in Deming superintending $45.25; fed western ewes $3.254.
& Company.
the installation of several motors to
Chicago, Aug. 11. Cattle Receipts
7,000.
Market five to ten lower.
in
water
be
used
for
irrigapumping
Where your dollar buys the most.
tion. He is also taking photographs Beeves $4.50 8.25; Texas steers $4.35
of the plants in operation for the il- western steers $46.75; stocked and
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
lustration of a ten page booklet which feeders $46.25; cows and heifers
Connection maae with Automobile
the Wagner company is having pub- $2.506.40; calves $6.50 8.50.
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally,
Packers
Hogs
Receipts 14,000.
lish concerning the pumping of water
Automobile leaves Vaughn for RoS'
five
lower.
others
Light
grades
steady,
Mimbres
in
the
valley.
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros by electricity
&
This booklet will be distributed by $8.408.90; mixed $7.808.85; heavy
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
bulk
$7.508.40; pigs $8.408.95;
Telephone Mo 140 Red
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m, the mailing list of the company from $7.808.20.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The their New York office.
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
Market
Receipts 10,000.
Sheep
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
ten lower. Native $2.254.25; west- is $5.80 and between Torrance and
She acts a perfect lady, the girl that ern $2.504.1."
yearlings $45.40;
If you want anything on eartn try Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto can't make her feet behave. At the
western
lambs, native $4.256.50;
Mexican
New
Want
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
Ad.
a
Grand Friday night.
$4.256.50.
DONT HESITATE TO CALL
On us for Information if you are In
doubt as to the value of some toilet
soap, complexion cream, talcum or
tooth powder or any other toilet acWe'll give it gladly and
cessory.
honestly.

YOUR BUILDING

N?

ARE YOU COIN' FISHIN' MR. SPQRl

Dec. 615-8- .
Sept. 64
38
Dec.
37;
Sept.
Sept. 21.40; Oct. 20.77
Oct. 11.221-2- .
Sept. 11.571-2- ;
WOOL MARKET.
business.
St. Louis, Aug. 11. Wool unchangJ. E. Hannum of Albuquerque, repOil ed; territory and western mediums
resentative of the Continental
fine mediums 17(fi;20; fine
Company, was in the city today and 18231-2- ;
demonstrated that there is no danger 1417.
from fire from the company's tank on
LIVESTOCK.
the south side and therefore protestKansas City, Aug. 11. Cattle Reing against the ordinance ordering its ceipts 4,000 including 1,000 southerns.
removal outside of the city limits.
Market steady to weak. Native steers

ILf

five.

CLARENDON
GARDEN

MILK

R, V. BOYLE Mgr.

PANSY

PLANTS

NOW.;

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERALc

.

DESIGNS.

ARK SKLLING OUT!
FRESH LAU) EGOS everyday
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wynnilottes. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed oh clean w holesome food
only, No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine polsoningt
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
CL&REKDON

.

POULTRY

YARDS

umsBtmmmmzi

DAY

Hour

eetri

ervice

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

we ate Agents

for Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe Water

AND
3292

and See
them in

Operation

Light Company
S3
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or children is frequently ! DENVER DELEGATION AT
PILLS
followed by poor health for the j
PUEBLO WILL BE LARGE,
BRAMK
.
mother. This supreme crisis of life
for
?ur wBi"t
rr?,?1
YimndAN
i. 'i'i',"e;J8
finding her physical system unpre- Men of Prominence in
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m Kcd and
Uold metaUicXV
Engineering
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pared for the demands of nature,
and Irrigation Enterprises Will
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There.
sometimes
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chronic
and
to
powers
iiakn kani
jreats known as Best. Safest. Always Reliable
ments. This can be avoided if
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
11
Mother's Friend is used before the coming of baby, and the healthy woman can j puebi0 Colo
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Au?
remain a healthy mother It is the
Speer', of Denver, has
W
Robert
CATHOLIC PROHIBITION
the system for healthy motherhood, and brings about a natural and fled
Hooker of the Eigh-saveWORKERS IN CONVENTION.
easy consummation of the term. Women who use Mother's Friend are always teenthSecietary
National Irrigation Congress of
much, suffering when the little one arrives, and recover more quickly, and
( Head
In effect March 1st 1910
(Read Down)
Up)
with no ill effects, or chronic troubles. Every expectant mother should safeguard his appointments of delegates from the More Than a Thousand Total Abstithe capital city and metropolis of
1
fcsr health by using Mother's Friend,
19
STATIONS
21
20
Mi It's
nence Union Delegates Meet
Ai
. .
... ,.
. I
, .
i
n,..f uiuiauu
condition
her
thus
10 ine Dig I'ueino eveui,
physical
preparing
7 30
Uvs
5 00
0
Lv
Moines. '. M...Ar
at Boston.
for the hour of motherhood. This
W
f 8 20
f 4 15
('Hpulin
2D
f 8 35
f 4 05
Visil
medicine is for sale at drug stores.
The delegation is ten in number,
25
f 8 50
f 3 45
Thompson
Write for free book for expectant
Boston, Aug. 11. The fortieth ani 'unninvfliam
31
'f 9 10
i 3 25
and
comprises some of the most ac- nual national convention of the CathM
r.v
mothers.
42
2 56
9 35
Ar. Clifton House S.
tive professional, business and irriga- olic Total Abstinence Union of Amer6
BEADFIELD F.SGULATOE CO.,
2 30
3 5)
Lv
10 0U
An 12 00
Raton, N. M
7
2 50
A r. Clifton House. N. M..I.V! JU 37
9 40
tion men of Denver. They are:
4I2
Atlanta, Ga.
ica began today, when the thousand
12
42
iLv. Clifton House N' M.Aiv 11 37
Lafayette M. Hughes Lawyer, son or more delegates, many of whom
4 30
48
11
20
gPrestou
A
4 50
Lv 11 00
of United States Senator Charles J. have been in the city several
55
Korhler Junction
days,
iwide. TIhe Good Luck Company is
Ar. 10 40
5J0
MOTEL
engaged in committee work in con5 00
2
10 61
Koeuler
r
preparing to install a heavier hoisting' p
Cnmstock
rate engineer nection with the convention, assem
68"
;5 50
tin 10
i;coifux
plant and a concentrator to treat the and well known in his
6 08
76
9 42
CPrrososo
profession bled in Faneuil hall for the formal
.'tin contained in the dump. The com- 11
82
IiV
9 25
6 35
Ar
Palace.
Cimarron
the west.
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82
throughout
Lv
Ar 8 55
Cimarron
opening exercises. Prior to the tak
13
owns
claims. Adjoining the
Mrs .1. H. Cameron. Judge Edward nan'
n os
86
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Nash
George G. Anderson Engineer and ing up of the regular program of busin 18
7
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f8 37
are
83;
claims
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9 A.
the
Sr0,,I
coveringA x.
Mann, Rev. Samuel Blair, John vtonelnn
7 35
94
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Llic vvvv, cvw OULiutj
Ute Park. N. M...Lv
Ar
ness, the delegates attended the celetlm
Venable, Jr.. J. S. Hannan, Albuquerof the American Society of bration of a solemn pontifical mass
"embers
Mack's
of
Mining
Company
MenChicago.
Civil Engineers.
iConnectswith K. P. S. W. Ry, train No. 121 arriving in Dawson, N, M. av 6:15 p. m. que; H. B. Holt, Las Cruces; A.
at the Cathedral of the Holy Cross.
S.
Mildred
Connects with K. P. AS, W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Iiawson N, M at 9:55 a. ru.
Sr., Las Vegas;
Lordsburg Six cars of ore were
,nett.
c w pairchild
The Most Reverend Diomede Falconio
T
SStaue for Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N. M.
tliiiiiiiriH
f,.
B.
Los
co
..J.luu,s, James w. Kelly Official of the apostolic delegate to America, was
cc,v mU.u
Kaufman,
King, El Paso; J.
CAS. Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow:
St. rant county, the shippers being the De
NORTH BOrXD:
SOUTHBOUND
Angeles: Charles E. Golterman,
Northwestern & Pacific, or the celebrant and Archbishop O'Con-ne- ll
1.
4.4S a. l.i.
No.
No, 8. 10.44 a. in.
Louis; Dr. J. H. Amerland, St. Louis; Eighty-fivCompany, Cook & Leber "Moffat" road.
11.11 p, m.:
No. 7. 6 49 p. in.
No,
preached the sermon and deliverTrack connection with A. T. & S. V. Ry. at Raton and Preston with O, A S. Ry at
Charles A. Johnson, Cedar Hill; Mr. and S. W. Maltbie
W. Leach Engineer.
pro- - ed t(he address of welcome.
Twis
lies Moines US. P. S. W. Ry. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron A Northwestern at
and Mrs. John Wiemann, Burlington.
Water Canon The Canon Mining moter and builder of large
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ooate, Miami, Ravado
irrigation
From the cathedral the delegates
and Red Lakes, N. M.
la. : F. L. Edminster, Alamosa; Chas. Company recently organized, has com- nmierrs
Ute Park. N. M. is depot for the following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
marched
to Faneuil hall, where GovV.
G.
A.
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Vegas; menced an extensive system of devel- Hayden,
Spiess,
Bakly Black Lakes, Cerro, Klizabetbtewa. Lobo, Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red
well
and
McCune
A.
J.
ernor
Engineer
Taos
A.
River City, Talpa.
Draper welcomed them in beand Twining.
Mr. and Mrs. William
Buddecke, opnient in Water Canon, Socorro
Daily. fKlag, t Daily except Sunday!
half of the state of Massachusetts,
Las county, on the Kelly mineral belt that known in his profession
St. Louis; John D. W. Veeder,
Thomas M. Hunter Publicity di- and Mayor Fitzgerald extended a
E. J. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
Vegas; Edgar L. Street, New York. crosses the range at Little Baldy. The
rector
of the Equitable Company, pro- greeting for the city of Boston. The
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
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company has installed a Kevsrone
N.
f
moters,
buildings and irrigationists. convention then proceeded to the
S.
Raton, N. M
N.
H.
S.
M.
H.
Raton,
Raton,
rtrill and will do several thousand
Lithgow, Albuquerque;
J. B. Andrews Assistant to the work of organization with the presiVan Slyck, Trinidad; C. J. Dexine, R. feet of drilling nrenaratnrv to innat.
of the Denver & Rio dent, Father Peter J. O'Callaglian of
R. P.eed, Kansas City.
ing the working shafts and tunnels.
Chicago, in the chair.
Gregg.
Richard Schumann of Cologne, Ger- Grande railroad.
The convention will remain in ses
editor of
O'Neill
Managing
Guv Winklefleets, Madrid; Mr. and many, is the
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ATiss
ftnver. vt,i,. uiu - president, . .
Mrc Tl f1 . fJnver anH
Denver Evening Times, and one sion until the end of the week. Spethe
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Momnouth, 111.;
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a great night temperance parade, a
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west.
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Burkhart,
Sherretih, Cowles;
Rosedale In a disastrous
fire
athletic meet, competiThis delegation, added to the num- big open-ai- r
querque; Harry Smith, Denver; T. A. which broke out at 2 o'clock in
the ber from Denver on the state delega- tive drills and a great temperance
McQueen, Gallup.
morning, as the result of an explosion
Governor rally at which John Mitchell, the labor
Coronado.
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
of gasoline, the stamp mill at the tion recently appointed by
B. S. Phillips, Buckman; C. W. Wento that of the chamber leader, and other speakers of note will
Rosedale
and Milling Com- Shafroth, and
Douglas, and all Points in New
dell, Williams; H. E. Hannan, City; pany at Mining
Society, be heard.
of commerce, the Scientific
Rosedale, Socorro county, was
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Nick
Charles H. Stutz, Oklahoma;
associations,
entirely destroyed, together with sev- the various engineering
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
Kawalka, South Bend, Ind.
makes a most formidable array of
eral adjoining
Mr.
and
buildings,
men
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
Everhart, mineral assayer in charge well known, technical, intelligent
Colorado who
oi uie mill, was almost burned
to from the capital city of
&
El
death. Mir. Everhart, who was for- - wm participate in tne irngduun
MINES AND MINING
ress.
a student at the New Mexico
School of Mines at Socorro, was
Practically all of these delegates,
in the office when the fire especially the irrigationists and
asleep
Socorro Mines The management
and was awakened by the gineers, are also markedly interested
of the Socorro mines at Mogollon, Sosmoke
fumes. He sustained ser- - in the National Irrigation exposition,
and
corro county, has decided on the in
ious burns, and only escaped
with and are giving it their hearty sup-hi- s
stallation of another Harvey-Steel- e
life
a
narrow
by
The port.
margin.
intilting furnace to facilitate the
For Ratei and full information address
stamp mill was only partially cover- The Colorado delegations are being
l creased
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Last
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production.
ed by insurance.
filled, and the state will have
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A. FOX,
men on the floor of
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some
Kelly It is proposed to build a
100
were cast into bars, weighing
mill
at
the
the
Mistletoe
congress.
mine
located
on
600
each.
The vein
the
pounds
A.
"
west has widened to 12 feet. The on the top of the mountain, 8,500 feet
basket leaves Monday Tuesday
El Paso Texas.
j width is 23 feet where last crosscut above sea level
When the Stomach, Heart, or
at Kelly, Socorro
The Mistletoe vein slopes ney nerves get weak, then these n Returns Thursday and Friday.
on 600 east. This, the lowest level,
the hillside with only a few gans always fail. Don't drug the AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
furnishes the best average grade ore
feet thickness of lime over the top Stomach nor stimulate the Heart or
now coming from the mine.
'
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n
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Hillsboro H. Carter Compton et al, of it, and in some places it is 14 feet Kidneys. That is simply a make-shifni wn
to
15
wide,
about
cent
lead
Druggists
known
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Get a prescription
running
per
has brought suit against G. E.
Phone No. 23 Red
et al, for possession of the An- and 30 ounces silver per ton. Ninety everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Restora-pe- re
cent of the metalics ars saved in tive. The Restorative is prepared
drews mines, nine miles from Hillsmill. The mill will start this
took
The
Sierra
pressly for these weak inside nerves, WOODY'S HACK LINE
county.
boro,
hearing
week
and then about 30 more miners
Strengthen these nerves, build themn
place at Socorro before Judge M. C. will be
put to work. On the Tri- - up with Dr. Shoop's Restorative
Mecheni.
From
30 men are working under- lets or liquid and see ow quickly
Deadwood Mines Lumber for the
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Brown is working
TO TAOS
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ground.
m rmA Snifl hv Strinlin?
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Bounds Trains.
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thy same time.
mine is working a few men.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
PLANTS FOR IRRIGATION.
Mogollon Gold & Copper Company
Rich Vein of Ore J. C. Dunn now1
north bound train and arrives at
the
Work on this property is to be resum has some rich ore in
the last, Indications Multiply That the Water Taos at 7 p. m.
sight,
ed within sixty days.
shot uncovered a three foot vein of
Problems Has Been Solved in
Ten miles shorter than any other
Enterprise Mine In addition to the rich gold ore. The shaft is now some- the Valley of Mimbres.
main tunnel at the Enterprise at Mog- thing like 125 feet below surface and
way. Good covered hack and good
ollon, a winze has been started on the better ore is looming up every day.
teams.
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GOOD ROADS COMMISSION
WILL BUILD HIGHWAY

osAWVA
Fifteen Hundred Dollars Appropriated
By County Commissioners for
Thoroughfare.

XJSS--

X. M., Aug.

11. A
half
Deming,
inch of rain fell in Deming yesterday
afteroon and last night. This makes
seven-tenth- s
of an inch of rainfall
within the last two days.
Mr. Tabor of the firm of Holloman
& Tahor, owners of the Deming planing mill, has bought out ilr. Hollo-man'- s
interest in this business.
Messrs. Clark & Diner, of Monroe,
La., are prospecting in the valley.
W. A. Affleck of Albuquerque, is in
Deming today on business.
Uncle Steve Birchfield is in town
for a few days.
E. H. Bickford came down yesterday afternoon from his ranch on the
Mimbres. He says that he will begin
marketing tomatoes within the next
two weeks.
J. J. Jacobson has returned from
Spaulding where he has been looking
after his farm for the last two weeks.
Fritz Richter leaves today for
points in New England where he will
.spend several months.
Robt. L. Foulks, of Ft. Worth, Tex.,
is visiting his sister Mrs. Lee O. Les-

ter.

Prof. E. E. Edwards of Ft. Worth,
Texas, is visiting friends in Deming.
Ed Foulks has returned from a
several days visit with his father in
Las Cruces.
Dr. P. M. Steed has returned from
a two weeks' pleasure trip to Los Angeles.
There was a meeting of the board
of directors of the chamber of commerce last night. The business was
all of a routine nature.
Robert Ervien, territorial commissioner of lands, is in Deming on official business.
The territorial roads commission
has appropriated fifteen hundred dol-- '
lars to supplement the fifteen hun
dred dollars recently appropriated by
the county commissioners of Luna
county for the purpose of building a
turnpike road across the sands of the
Mimbres river north of Deming. Work
will begin on this road within the
next few weeks. When this road is
completed to the hard ground across
the Mimbres, there will be an excellent, hard road all the way from Silver City to Deming, and also from
the fruit farms up the Mimbres into
Deming.
Hon. Ralph C. Ely, candidate on the
Republican ticket for delegate to the
will adconstitutional convention,
dress the voters of the southern part
of the county at Hondale Thursday
evening, August 18.
B. J. Smith of El Paso, is visiting
(his sister, Mrs. T. L. Story.
Miss
Nellie McKenzie head nurse of the El
Paso sanitarium, is also visiting in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Story.
Attorney R. F. Hamilton returned
from Santa Fe this morning.
George T. Peters of Columbus, is in
Deming today on business.

THE FORUM.
Cost of Pumping Water for Irrigation.
Deming, N. M., Aug. 10.
Editor the New Mexican:
Dear Sir I notice that you give in
a recent editorial the cost of pumping water here "twenty cents per
thousand gallons for less than five
thousand gallons; fifteen cents up to
fifteen thousand gallons; twelve and
a half cents up to 32,000 gallons; ten
cents per thousand gallons over

."

Of course these figures are out of
the question. They may apply to the
charge made by the city water works
company here, but certainly not to
Small plants
any irrigation project.

all over this valley are producing water at from one cent per thousand
a cent per thougallons to one-hal- f
sand gallons where the lift does not
exceed sixty feet. The Deming Ice
and Electric Company furnishes power to plants delivering five hundred
gallons a minute at a price which
makes the water cost the farmer not
to exceed one cent per thousand gallons, while the larger motors are run
much more economically.
Any number of big gasoline plants deliver water for less than a half a cent per
thousand gallons.
I wish you would please correct the
figures you gave, as I am sure you are
very far from wishing to disseminate
misleading information concerning irrigation projects in this valley.
Yours very truly,
R. BEDICHECK,
Secretary of Chamber of Commerce.
ENGLISHMEN.
The Former's Passion is for Doing
Things, the Latter's for
Controlling.
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Failed in Health

Fire Losses
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AMERICAN MEN VS.

TAFT ASKED TO STATION
TROOPS IN FORESTS.

VMimn
Every
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in Two Months Amount
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Spokane, Wash., Aug. 11. Presiof
dent Taft, as commander-in-chie- f
4t .tsad street. KtW
the army, and Secretary of War Dickrather than doing them, touches every inson have been requested by the
part of the Englishman's life. It is Western Pine Manufacturers' Assohis opinion first, and something else ciation, of which .1. P. MeGoldrick, of
next, that differentiates him from the
is president, acting in
American. We are orthodox in a neg-- ; Spokane,
timber
of
owners, lumber men
ligible sort of way; but we heterodox
in a negligible sort of a way, also. and setilers in the northwestern and
With us an opinion is nothing to make Pacific states, to station government
a fuss over;; with an Englishman an troops in the national forest reservations from May 1 to September 30 of
opinion is always something to make
a fuss over. As yet we are really an each year, to the end that the timber
resources of the United States mayunopinionated
people. Carl S. Han
be saved from destruction.
sen in September Smart Set.
"The fire losses in the forests in
the western states during the last 60
COLT DID NOT UN
DERSTAND "MELLICAMAN." days will amount to at least $150,000,-00(1,- "
said George M. Cornwall, of
Spokane, Wash., Aug. 11 W. H.
Portland,
Ore., who presented a resoKinter, a market gardener at Green-acre- s
lution embodying the foregoing at the
in the Spokane valley, a
l
meeting of the associaeast of Spokane, is in a peck of
trouble over buying a horse that was tion, "and it is likely tnat m addition
raised and broken to harness by Wong millions of dollars' worth of timber
Yet, a neighboring tiller of the soil. will be destroyed during this and next
He paid $45 for the animal, which month unless heavy rains come before
he admits is sound and well trained;, the end of the dry season."
Statistics compiled by A. W. Coopbut, he adds tearfully, he has worn!
his patience and tlhree whips to a er, secretary of the western Pine Manshow that
frazzle in attempts to make the ufacturers' Association,
three-yea- r
old colt understand the fully 50 per cent of the standing timmeaning of "Gidap" and "Whoa." At ber in the United States is located in
first Kinter believed the horse was Washington, Idaho, Montana and Calbalky, but Wong clambered over the ifornia, where fire patrols are mainfence and spoke a few words in Chin- tained by lumber men's associations
ese and the animal started for town and the state departments. These,
with a wagon load of berries and mel- however, are inadequate to cope with
ons. Arriving at the city market Kin the fire element.
ter yelled "Whoa" until his voice ' "There exists a grave menace to
gave out, but the horse kept on and standing timber in the national fordid not stop until it reached the end ests on account of fires," Mr. Cornof a blind alley. Kinter has made wall said in discussing the use of
overtures to Wong to accept the troops in fire fighting and prevention,
horse and return the money, but the "and this carries with it
heavy losses
Chinaman refuses, saying he did not of life and valuable property.
guarantee the colt to be a linguist, j "There are stationed at various
Kinter has asked the police to adjudiposts in the United States thousands
i
cate the matter.
of disciplined men, known as government troops, who could be instructed
20 YEARS AGO TODAY in the methods of fire fighting and patrol duty in the various forests not
From the New Mexican of this date alone in the northwestern and Pacific
states but throughout the country
1890.
Charles Ratcliff has returned from where forests exist.
"The plan, if carried out, would
a visit to Indiana and reports that
to place the troops under the dibe
the summer has been the hottest in
the history of the Hoosier state, and rection of the department of the innow he fully appreciates the beauties terior or any other department of the
government in the national forests,
of Santa Fe's climate.
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn ararived where they could be instructed in the
from the south this morning.
He methods of fighting forest fires, which
came up to congratulate Santa Feans are usually started as the result of
on their good luck in securing de- carelessness on the part of hunters,
partment headquarters and to take a campers, land clearing, lumber men
and railroads."
look around the city.
"These forests require an adequate
The mammoth well at the government Indian school is down eighty patrol, regularly established and maindry season,
feet and work is being prosecuted in tained during the
from May to September. Forest fire
wet sand.
Hon. Pedro I. Jaramillo leaves to- fighting is a science and should be
morrow for his home at El Rito. He taught to the troops as part of the
no better
enjoys the privilege of riding behind military tactics. Besides,
for the
be
could
found
the handsomest pair of mules ever employment
seen in New Mexico. They were ship- soldiers than to utilize them as protectors of life and property during the
ped from Illinois.
Repart of the year when men are most
of
A highly successful meeting
publicans took place at Raton on Sat- needed in the forests of the country.
"We are hopeful that the president
urday, among those being present
the United States and the secretary
of
L.
E.
General
Axtell,
being Judge
war will look upon our request as
of
A.
L.
Hughes.
Bartlett and Hon.
While in Raton they held a meeting a step in the direction of actual conservation of one of the country's chief
of the territorial committee.
The feast of Santa Clara takes resources, also that an order will be
into
place at the Pueblo August 12 and the issued to send the nearest troops
several
in
notional
excursion
the
which,
promSouthern's
Fe
forests,
Santa
of the northwestern states, are not unises to be well patronized.
like furnaces at the present time."
!
Reports from various parts of Idaho,
THESE MEN HAD THE
"BETTING MANIA." Washington and Montana received in
Spokane, Wash., Aug. 11. J. R. Spokane show that fires have broken
Blocker, who has just been held to out anew in the various reserves,
the superior court of Spokane coun- where, in addition to more than 2,000
axes
ty under bonds of $250 on the charge men now at work with dynamite,
dean
in
told
there
and
C.
mattoxes,
J.
urgent
from
Napp,
of stealing $150
a peculiar story when arraigned be- mand for more than double that numfore Justice Mann in the police court ber to cope with the flames.
In the Lolo national forest in westfor grand larceny. He and Napp met
on
the
Montana and eastern Idaho more
ern
district
river
in
the
in a saloon
started
than
600,000,000 feet of white and yeland
he
4,
said,
of
July
night
to bet:
One bet was that Blocker low pine timber is in the path of fires
had paid Napp all the money he owed and other districts in various parts
him, another was that Napp would of the northwest are threatened. Rephave Blocker's pay garnisheed before resentatives of timber companies re10 o'clock the following morning and turning to Spokane from Montana and
the third that Napp would have Block- Idaho say that the fire lines are from
er arrested before 7 o'clock on the eight to 10 miles in extent in numerevening of July 5. Blocker testified ous places.
that Napp did not make good his bets,
The girl with the green eyes will be
and therefore he cashed a check that
was posted in one of the bets, also seen on the streets of Santa Fe on
spending some of the money put up Friday. She will drive over the city
It was also brought out viewing the many points or Interest.
by Napp.
loaned $10 to Blocker At night she will dance and sing to
had
that Napp
to take the $100 to $10 bet on the the delight of the Grand's patrons.
arrest. Blocker was stakeholder, according to Napp's testimony. Judge
Mann would not decide who won, so
he continued the case to the higher
court.
HOW THEY STAND.
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Women's pains are relieved or prevented and women's
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Western League.
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Denver
Sioux City
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Topeka
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American League.
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60
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YESTERDAY'S

Minneapolis 7; Columbus 9.
Pacific Coast League.
Los Angeles 0; San Francisco
Oakland 5; Vernon 4.
Southern League.
Birmingham 2; New Orleans
Mobile 1; Montgomery 5.
Chattanooga 3; Nashville 4.

FAIR

CELEBRATION

ALBUQUERQUE OCT7MT910
A SOLID WEEK OP RECREATION

AND AMUSEMENT
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
BASS BALL TOURNAMENT
GRAND MILITARY DISPLAY
FIRST ANNUAL DOG SHOW
GRAND RESOURCES EXPOSITION

GAMES.

National League.
3; Boston 2.

EYERY SPECIES

American League.

AHDSEMENT
8; Detroit 3.
3; New York 0, 0.

Boston 1.
Washington 2.
Western League.
St. Joseph 7, 3; Ohama 2, 0.
Lincoln 10;; Topeka 0.
American Association.
Louisville 4; Milwaukee 8.
Indianapolis 8, 4; Kansas City
Toledo 4, 1; St. Paul 0, 2.

0.

GRAND STATEHOOD

Pittsburg

Philadelphia
St. Louis 10,
Chicago 2;
Cleveland 3;

0.

John Kavanangh and William Snyder, tile setters for the Denver Mantel & Tile Company of Denver, are
in the city this week starting the tile
work in the St. Vim-ruSanitarium.
As soon a? more material arrives on
the ground which will be in about a
week, the company will put on a big
force of men and rush the work right
along. The Denver Mantel & Tile
Company have just completed the tile
work in the new Congress Hotel in
i'tteblo, also the new First National
bank and the Gas & Electric buildings in Denver.

AND

American League.
Washington at Cleveland.
Philadelphia at Detroit.
New York at St. Louis.
Boston at Chicago.

OF HEW AND INSTRUCTIVE

WILL BE

PROVIDED

THE C. W. PARKER AMUSEMENT COMPANY will fur
nish the down town night attractions, Fourteen high-classhows and sensational free acts.
s

REDUCED RATES
Write the Secretary
3, 3.

fo- -

ON ALL RAILROADS

premium lists or other Information

J. B. O'RIELLY,

JOHN B. McMANVS
Secretary.

President.

Irrigated Farms
A Famous Pecos Valley Ranch of 12,000 acres is
now being offered for sale in tracts of from 10 to 40
acres, at $125.00 to $250.00 per acre on the follow-

ing terms:

Per Cent Down and 10 Per Cent a Year
Until Paid, With 6 Per Cent Interest
10

Three large spring rivers, will be furnished consumNorth, Middle and South ers at city rates.
Berrendo, rise within the One half mile from the
place
corporate limits of the
This property is in the finest business and resiheart of the greatest Arte- dential city in New Mexico.

-

sian basin in United States.

We publish a very hand-

Abundant water right some book describing this
from either of the above and other irrigated prowith each tract.
perties which we will be
Entire property will be glad to send you on rewired for light, power and ceipt of 6c to cover
telephone service which

Berrendo Irrigated Farms
DEPT.

F,

2

Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platents furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone Black 231.

THE FIRST STATE

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
Natior.ai League.
Pittsburg at Brooklyn.
Cincinnati at New York.
Chicago at Boston.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.

St el frame

electric battery with
and automatic rifle. See

cart:

TYPEWRITERS

Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept. Chittanooga Medicine Co.. Chattanooga.
Tena.
for Special Instructions, and ge
book. "Home Treatment for Women," sent free.

National League.
Won. Lost Per Ct
33
.656
63
Chicago
.600
38
57
Pittsburg
.5S5
39
55
New York
Cincinnati
Brooklyn
St. Louis
Boston

SALE CHEAP

l

dry crl's
Doctor Rivera.

strength is quickly restored, by Cardui, the woman's tonic.
You yourself know best if you need it, or not.
If you do need it, do not delay, but commence to use
it at once. Every day of delay, only lets you slide further
down the hill.
Don't wait, then, but begin to take Cardui today, for its
use, no matter how prolonged, cannot harm you and will
surely do you good.

m

con-

New

FOR SALE
Thirty horse pow-c- r
engine, good as new. Inquire,
Philip Hesch.
PRACTICAL EDUCATION fully exWrite today. Albuquerque
plained.
Business College, Albuquerque, N. M.

The Woman's Tonic

BASEBALL.

Throw an American out of the window and he will land upon his feet,
Throw
his hands doing something.
an Englishman out of the window and
he will land on his hands, his mouth
affirming things. Put both into a
howling wilderness, and the American
will have a city staked out while the
Englishman is cleaning the mud off
his boots. Put both into a complex
Mars, and the Briton will be running
the new cosmos while the American
is looking for the wire to introduce
his telephone. The American's passion Is for industry, the Englishman's
for dominance; the American is an
engineer, the Englishman a conductor.
This passion for controlling things, rows Co.

FURNISHED ROOM Modern
venience:;.
Lady only. Apply
Mexican.

wh-e-

St. Louis

for

Six Room house
D. S. Lowitzki.

FOR RENT

rent.

FOR

semi-annua-

'

"My mother died six years ago," writes Miss Ruth
Ward, of Jerseyville, 111., "and left me to care for six
children. I had never been strong; and this, with the shock
of her death, was too much for me.
"1 failed in health.
1 was tired
all the time and did
not want to go anywhere, nor care for company. 1 had
the headache all the time and such bearing-dow- n
pains.
"A very dear friend advised me to take Cardui, as it
had done her so much good, so 1 commenced to use it
and now I am in good health."

J 44

few-mile- s

August time, tells on the nerves.
But that spiritless, no ambition feeling can be easily and quickly altered
by taking what is known to druggist3
everywhere as Dr. Snoop's Restorative. Within 48 hours after beginning
to use the Restorative, improvement
will me noticed. Of course, full health
return. The
will not immediately
follow. And
will
surely
however,
gain,
best of all, you will realize and feel
your strength and ambition as it Is
returning. Outside influences depress
first the "Inside nerves" then the
stomach, Heart and Kidneys will usually fail. Strenghten these failing
nerves with Dr. Snoop's Restorative
and see how quickly health will be
yours again. Sold by Stripling Bur-
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man, Roger Fiske. Violincello, Miss DOG CATCHER'S BRUTALITY
back of the movement and are urging
Bean. Director, Mrs. Rapp.
their friends, of no matter what politSETS CITY IN UPROAR.
ical faith, to be on hand tomorrow
Twenty-Fou- r
Little Maids.
"Imagine a large, fierce, growling
(Continued From Page Two.)
night to hear certain political topics Ynez Otero, Roslna Bergere,
with flashing eyes, licking his
beast
MarMay
SweeFPeas, any sfliade at a populai ably discussed. The call for the meettinez, Dorothy Hayward,
Louise cihop3, ready to spring and then acing has been signed by J. W. Norment,
price, McConvery. 415 Palace Ave.
Hay ward, Ruth Moore, Marjory Fri- cept the antithesis and you have the
As Airy as a Fairy Little Miss chairman; C. G. Richie, R. H. Hanna,
day, Flora Wagner, Beatrice Selig-ma- innocent cause of a furore among resRollins is the impersonation of grace Marcelino Garcia, H. H. Dorman and
idents of fashionable Magoffin avenue
Ada Rodriguez, Margaret
on the stage and her appearance to- -' Francisco Delgado.
Bessie Adine Owen, Leotha a furore of such moment and insistnight, at the entertainment at the
Stephens, Gertrude Elliott, Helen ence that it has obtruded itself info
Elks' theater is sure to make a hit.
Susie Norment, Mary Wag- the precincts of the mayoralty office,"
SOME CHANGES MADE IN
Walker,
Williams & Rising Have It If you
PROGRAM FOR TONIGHT.
ner, Mary Moore, Charlotte Elliott, says the El Paso Herald. Just a little
want a neat rig or a good saddle horse
Adelaide Hahn,
Thelma Blandy, cringing, toothless, soft eyed dog
consult Williams & Rising who tell in It Will Furnish an Evening of Much
Helen Mayes, Imogene Miller and that's all.
a new advertisement today just why
According to Miss Grace Virginia
at Elks' Theater.
Kathleen Rolls.
Enjoyment
Logan, of 1200 Magoffin avenue, whose
they please the public. Their phone
Swing Song.
Red.
dog is the dog in question, about 6:30
is
i
The following is the official program
'
Julia Jaffa, Miriam Cartwrlght, Hazel o'clock Tuesday afternoon she and her
An Experienced Stage
Manager
for tonight at the Elks' theater, whidh
Sparks, Amelia McFie, Eleanor Jaf- sister, Miss Evelyn Logan, were sitThe show this evening at the Elks' vi ties somewhat from that published
fa, Edith Marmon, Carolyn Mich- ting on their front veranda. The littheater is being staged by Mrs. Carl in the New Mexican last Saturday. An
A. Bishop whose talent in that direcaels, Anita Baca, Pauline Kinsell, tle dog ihad b&en turned out for a
evening of rare enjoyment is promised
Helen Winter, May Bergere, Clarl-he- l short while to take a romp. The anition is widely recognized. No one a'l ''."ho attend. The doors will open
should miss the performance.
Fischer, Evelyn McBride, Isa- mal went beyond the safety limit and
at S o'clock.
bel Walker, Annie Kaune, Dorothy Miss Logan's younger
Big Change of Program at the Elks' 1. Pilgrims of the Night
sister, Miss
went out across the street
Evelyn,
heater tomorrow night. As before
Madaline
Safford,
Safford,
Mills,
Opal
The Ladies' Glee Cluh
all subjects are good ones "Peg
Blanche Roberts, Dorliska Crandall, to bring it back to the yard. The
2
"Alila Violin Solo
T. B. Lozy
from the novel by Charles
Nellie
Ada Harvey, Ra- young woman had reached the animal
Friday,
Miss Norma Fiske
Reade; Breaking Ice in Finland, and 'i Fancy
mona
Ana
Baca,
Dorman, and was stooping over it gathering
Figures
Show
a las; Tommy Gets His Sister Married.
Anto- it into her arms, when swish!
Ruth
Minnie
Creamer
Rollins,
Twenty-Fou- r
Little Maids
in the air and closed upon
so
twirled
at S o'clock.
nio
Wallace
Luna, Luna Bergere,
Hazel Sparks, pianist; Master Alan
the luckless dog. In attempting to
Maniar
Improving Pire Protection
Fiske, George Elliott, John Roberts,
drummr.
McCord,
Jr.,
ger W. Frank Owen has just com-- : 4. Vocal Solo Arioso from "La
Morton Seligman, Fritz Muller, Jose recover the animal from the clutches
whose lasso or
of tihe
pleted the difficult task of substitutDiaz,
Eugene Harvey, Dillman Kin-sel- l. lariat itdogwas,catchers,
Mort de Jeanne d'Arc". . .Brenburg
the young woman was
ing six inch for four inch mains on Miss
Mary McFie; accompanist, Miss
or tripped and fell to
part of East Palace avenue, which maMrs. F. C. W7ilson, Accompanist; Miss either pushed
Marion Bishop.
the ground, dislocating her right knee
terially improves the fire protection
Alon..Laura Wood, Violinist; Miss
Violin Solo "Mazurka de Conand injuring her left knee. As she
for the court house and n.e sanitari-- '
so, Director.
cert"
Musin
n m.
lay on the ground she came very near
A Regrettable Error In
the pro- Miss Virginia Bean, Mrs. Bean acbeing run over by a horse and buggy.
companist.
CURTAIN WILL RISE
Seeing the struggle over the animal
ceedings of the Board of Trade last C.
"I Think of Thee Sweet MarAT
8:30
Miss
TONIGHT.
Grace Virginia Logan ran out to
R.
G.
was
it
that
stated
evening,
Vocal
Solo
garita,"
her
sister's
assistance, but the dog
Cooper had ben elected secertary. It
Erik Meyer HelmunrJ
The curtain will rise at 8:30 o'clock catcher's assistants, of whom Miss Lowas J. P. Dunlavey who was chosen
actonight at the Elks' theatre where an gan says there was a wagon full, sucfor that responsible post and which Rev. F. W. Pratt; Miss Brown,
companist,
entertainment will he given for two ceeded in gaining possession of the
had been filled so capably by Dr. J.
Miss
Rollins
Ruth
Selected.
,7.
hours or more by local players and animal, which was dumped without
Songs
A. Rolls during the past year.
Mrs. Bean accompanist.
ceremony into the dog patrol and carmusicians.
A
Musical Feast The entertainavenue
5.
Swing
Song
ment tonight at the Elks' theatre will
The seat sale has been an extra- ried to the pound. Magoffin
From "The Rollicking Girls." ordinary one and the housa will re- residents are said to be in a stir of
be a musical feast. The soloists are
9.
Violin Solo "To Spring" By Grieg mind one of the audience that turned indignation over tlhe affair and the
well known and accomplished musicmatter was
before the mayor
Miss Virginia Bean, Mrs. Bean, Ac- out to see
was
the
the Lion and the Mouse. Wednesday. placed
ian's, and
program
carefully
The little dog is now at
companist.
selected. The piano for the concert
Manager Stanton, of the Elks' the- home and the owner
10. Serenade
says that she did
Neidlinger atre attended the rehearsal
has been furnished
by the Eyles
given last not pay the usual fine to get it out of
'Tis a Dream
Ah,
Hawley
Music Company on the east side of
night and said of it: "There can be no the pound.
The Ladies Glee Club.
will have a
doubt that theatre-goer- s
the plaza, free of charge.
In the struggle to gain possession of
Part II.
treat
Cerrillos Road is Impassable Civil
There is vocal and in- her dog Miss Grace
tonight.
Virginia Logan's
"The
Bachelor's
Reverie"
Palmer
strumental music; there is vaudeville right shoulder was sprained, necessiEngineer John H. Walker reports that Bettie
Baca
Ramona
a recent flood down Bonanza creek
of a high order there is everything tating placing it in a bandage.
Nellie Friday
demand.
has made the Cerrillos road, fourteen Kate
Miss Logan maintains that the dog
Rtith Bishop that a cultured taste could
tal- was not
miles south of town impassable, where Blanche
local
its
Santa
of
Fe
be
will
taken from the streets, but
proud
Elizabeth
Wittman
Amy
it crosses the creek, requiring a
was taken from Iher arms, which was
D. Miller ent."
Mildred
Charles
Mrs.
wide detour through
the Thomas
The program has already been an- not right or legal, and a mounted offAmelia McFie
ranch on the way to Cerrillos. The Clara
Moore
Flo
nounced; most of the people have pro- icer would not interfere when she apcounty should repair the road without ijeanette
cured seats; and now all that remains pealed to him.
Helen
Foree
Mary
delay.
is to arrive at the theatre a little beEthel
Church
Washouts in Southern New Mexico jTegia
8:30 so as not to disturb those DANCING GIRL NOT PROPER
fore
May
Bergere
The Santa Fe train into El Paso was jMary
.The Bachelor
Gus Koch who are already in their seats or disDIVERSION AT NAVAL FEAST.
delayed yesterday by a washout at La '"The Garden of Dreams"
tract the players. Those who arrive
R. I., Aug. 11. Members
Tuna.
The Southern Pacific trains
Newport,
Stew- after 8:30 p. m. will be requested not
who had charge of
were delayed by washouts between Sylvia Bardshar, Minnie Curns,
committee
of
the
to take their seats until a convenient
art Van Vliet,
of the civilian
and
Paso
and
annual
the
the
El
splashing
Gage
Lordsburg
Miss Marion Bishop part of the program is reached.
Piano
of the naval torpedo station
and Southwestern trains by a washemployes
Ladies' Glee Club.
out between Alamogordo and Carri-zozlast winter, which caused an investiMrs. Asplund, Mrs. BardsQiar, Mrs.
FOR RENT 8 room modern brick gation because a dancing girl was one
Robinson, Miss Alonso, Miss Bean, house, fine location, 242 Agua Fria St.
of the chief features of the entertainA
Meeting All citiMiss Bergere, Miss Bishop, Miss C. W. Dudrow.
ment, are to be reprimandad by order
zens are invited to turn out at the
Cran-dalCheshire, Miss Church, Miss
of the navy department. This decis- court house at 8 o'clock tomorrow,
Miss Marmon, Miss McFie,
!
announced after the filing of
Six people on the stage at cheap ' ion was
Miss Amelia McFie, Miss Weltmer.
night to attend a mass meeting which
- ...
tlQt 1T1
me
ituuiit ul tut; nnirnl
is to be
A number of
uaai VirtOT mi.
Accompanist, Miss Brown. Violins, prices, will be some vaudeville Friday
vestigated the case.
Mrs. Bean, Miss Wood, Miss Witt- - night.
prominent Santa Feans are said to be
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GROCERY AND BAKERY

Mc-Brid- e,

WATERMELONS, STRAWBERRIES. CAN.
ALL KINDS OF FRESH
TALOUPES,
FRUITS, VEGETABLES etc etc.
OUR STOCK OF GROCERIES IS COMPLETE
AND DONT FORGET THAT OUR BAKERY
DEPARTMENT IS FIRST CLASS.
THY OUR LEMON PIES.
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TH

IS

WEEK
ONLY
$2.50

$3.00

$3.50

$4.00
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$4.50
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$5.00

IMPORTED
RAZORS aslowas
T
c
impnnen razors will be placed on sale this week as lowas97e. each.
tw. , HE.Mn,eieiliin8 '"'Porters of razors in the United
rnn

.

-

i

h

CUTLERY CO., of NewYorlc City.

III

Theyare

secured a bigstockata ridiculousfi.whicliputs
to
the following goodsat nearly half the prices.
;! Ps't''1
"s?
razors are
fully guaranteed if not satisfactory,
can escUanzed. The
We
offer you

AH

be

they
assortment comprises all of the following weli known
makes :
wane - Butcher wo. 13U
Ben Hur No. 107 1 Your choice
noKennoim i. A. - no.
No.
I
105
Uwh
. of any of
Wottanbolm Pin No. 143
Hrnncit No. lOO
f these
Roger Razor No. 1 Id
Elue Steel Ko. 117) 2.50 Razors
Also a few verv hieh nrir-'
Btely finished, to go at half price.
Brnndt
$4.00
No. 112, $1.97 j $.50 Brandt No. 1 iO. $ 3.47
Brandt Best No. 119 regular price
our price $2i7 oach
Ail razors are full hollow ground,55.00,
and set reaiiy for us:.
Ve will also place on sale 10fX or' the g"nuine

lis

BRANDT

ym

SELF-HONIN-

i

97,

tit

it
mi

RAZOR STROPS

G

Ser&oo Our Price 970 each

The Brandt
Razor Strop is the best razor strop on the
market
Theonly razor stvooin thewoild that hones find
strops your razor at the same ti:ne"si-.- enables vou to oVL:;in an
only an exnerienced barber can cive. "The Iirandi
eige which
Razor Strop will put a keener edits cn a nzor with ftwer
strokes than any other razor strop. G".TA R.VXTKKD never to become hard or glossy. Special -a $2,00 Srunit Safetv
rvd
Broadt Shov;ns Sxaek for S7ccash, M.1..U C'tEiSi-.g
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FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
The Rexall Store.
Hone 8 7c.
i
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HACK SERVICE

poSlices

Buggies and Saddle Horses
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WE WILL

OUR

BEGIN
TOMORROW

SUMMER
SALE

Hsrt Schaffnsr & Marx Clothes

We have a good many things here that have not been
gold in the ordinary course of business; nothing the matter

At the end of every season we clean up
our stock. Goods are never carried over

with them; they're just as good as those we have sold
through the entire season. The only trouble with them
is that they have not been sold. We bought them to sell

in this store. We would rather give you
the benefit of the price now than to sell

you this season's goods next year. It
means a sacrifice of some profit to us,
but we are willing to allow you something on the price- -a good generous
slice of it to pay for doing the carrying
over.
--

and we aregoingtodoit. They're all things that you want

Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes
If you hiven't known Hart Schaffner & Marx clothes from
experience; you can get a Una on something extra good. It is
worth your while to know them and it will not ccst you much
If you know what Hirt Schaffner & Marx name in clothes
mems you do not med to be told what this sale represents.

Si 3

iif
3ff

i.

THIS SALE WILL LAST
ONE WEEK ONLY.

$32.50
$35.00
$25.00
$22.50

Suits now $22.50
"
"
$25.00
"
" $20.00

"

BS3EESEBX

"

$17.50

This Store is the Home
of HART SCHAFFNER
& MARX CLOTHES.
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